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Board of Education Adjourns Offending Statesman Agrees to Socialists In Lower California Administration Influence Will Colonel
Joseph Garrard at Fort Collection of Works or. Language Capitalized at Half Million Dol
After Much Routine
Have His Remark Changed
Not Help Passage at
to
Beat
Govoff
Expect
Myer,
Virginia, Severely
by Noted German Linguist
Businesslars With Officer.
on the Record- Present Time.
ernment Troops.
and Scholar.
Reprimanded- Hachita.
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Governor Mills has appointed Joseph

(By Special Leased Wire to JTew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 5. The
senate finance committee today re
sumed hearings on the Canadian reciTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero procity bill, Herman Bidder, until re- has received the following sums for recently the president of the Amerithe treasury: Lee G. Pierson, treas- can Newspaper Publishers Associaurer of Quay county, $0,052.34; Greg- tion, being called to the witness chair.
ory Page of McKinley county, $3,621.-45- ; Mr. Bidder had not proceeded when
Jose E. Torres, Socorro county, Senator McCumber of North Dakota,
Camillo Sanchez,
Guada- startled the committee by
$5,394.95;
challenging
lupe county, $4,531.76; Tito Melendez, one of Mr. Ridder's statements as an
Mora county, $3,851.17; Thomas
"absolute falsehood."
of Colfax county, $10,486.04 and
Senator McCumber's action brought
Charles V. Safford, bank examiner, a quick protest from Senators Stone
bank fees, $25; Game and Fish War- and Bailey, who declared that witnesses should not be insulted.
den Thomas P. Gable, $18.75.
'
Mr. Ridder had made the statement
Land Entries.
The land entries at the Santa Fe that' the newspapers ot the country
land office Saturday were by Beulah M. and the Publishers Association' had
Williams, Albuquerque ', Selsfer Gon- not attempted to suppress facts or to
color stories sent from Washington
zales, Jemez.
on the subject of reciprocity, Senator
- Educational
I
Matters.
The 'territorial board of education McCumber interrupted with his charge
was in session until 6:30 p. m. Satur--' of falsehood.
Several Senators insisted that Mr.
day and discussed many matters. A
McCumber's remarks should be strickreport will probably be given out to- en
from the record. "If any witnesses
morrow or the next day. Governor
appearing before this committee,"
Mills presided at the meeting.
said Senator Bailey, "were to imply
No Nepotism in Schorls.
some senator had told a falsethat
TL.
C.
CloSuperintendent
Mersfelder,
hood
I would insist that it be stricken
vis, New Mexico.
Dear Sir Your letter of May 17th from the record."
Senator McCumber agreed to have
at hand and your interpretation of
his
remark changed so as to make it
Section 7, Chapter 97, Laws of 1903,
read
that what Mr. Ridder said was
is correct. If I were the county super"unfounded."
intendent I would refuse to approve
Mr. Ridder, in reply to i questions
contracts made by directors
with from members of the
committee,
wives, daughters, sons or other immeas president of the
diate relatives or members of the Publishers he,
Association, had sent out
household.
word to the members of the associaThe attorney general has rendered tion
telling them the reciprocity agreedecision to the effect that comity ment was of vital
importance.
treasurers areentitled to commission
"But I would not have favored the
on pool tax, but county assvssors are
agreement," added Mr. Ridder, "if I
not.
had not thought it would be of good
Yours very respectfully,
to, the whole country, independent of
JAMES E. CLARK,
my interest in it as a newspaper pubTerritorial Superintendent Public In- lisher.". ,
.t
Lorimer Committee.
struction,
Washington, June 5. At today's
Water Applications.
The department of the territorial en meeting of the senate committee on
gineer today took action on a great privileges: and elections. Senator Dilmany applications which will be of in lingham, Senators Gamble, Jones and
terest to the irrigation public of the Kenyon (Republicans) and Fletcher,
territory. The principal applications Johnstone, Kern and Lea (Democrats)
involved were several filings made on were designated a special committee
the Pecos river which had been re- to conduct the proposed
jected by Vernon L. Sullivan, terri tlon into the Lorimer charges. Sena
torial engineer on the 12th day of tors Dillingham, Gamble, Fletcher and
November, 1910, in accordance with Johnston voted for Lorimer in the
an opinion of the attorney general, last session and Jones, Kenyon, Kern
stating that the waters of the Pecos and Lea are classed as
were not subject to appropriation on
account of prior notices of intended
appropriation by the United States
government for the Las Vegas, XIrton
Lake and Carlsbad projects.
Applications 410, 411". 421 and 422 by
the Fort Sumner and Pecos Land Company, East Las Vegas, filed on March
of Carlsbad,
county, a notary public.
For the Treasury.
M. Cunningham
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NONE

the ground that in the approval of aj(-of
plications 170 and 190 the same pro- President Taft Impatient
was
covered
Rethat
and
these
last
ject
any Amendment to
applications were superfluous.
ciprocity Treaty
Applications 405, 406 and 407 filed
by D. J. McCanne of Fort Sumner for
waters of the Pecos river, for a total
of 110,000 acres were returned by the SO INFORMS SENATOR STONE
territorial engineer rejected on the
ground that by the approval of appli-

i.

,
i

I

cation No. 436 by
J. McCanne, calling for the irrigation of 120,000 acres
in the vicinity of Fort Sumner for the
waters of the Pecos river and Alamo- gordo creek, on the grounds that the
game territory would be covered as
mentioned in the applications above
referred to.
In the matter' of application 395 by
the Urton Lake, Land and Water Company of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
application No. 436 of D. J. McCanne
v

ot Fort Sumner, the territorial engineer requested applicants to submit
plans and specifications of the dams,
flumes, syphons,, etc., to be filed with-i60 days.
The said plans covering
8 project which upon combination
of
the two above mentioned applications
will form one large project. The Urton Lake and McCanne applications
will be consolidated, therefore
the
plans and specifications will be approved for one large combined project
and the acreage for such water supply
if found available will be segregated
by the combined parties, forming a
new company under the provisions of
the Carey Act, and will probably develop one of the largest Carey Act
projects in New Mexico. As soon as
these plana and specifications are filed
and comply with' the provisions of the
law and the requirements of the territorial engineer, same will be approved and the .project started under
the Carey Act provisions.
'' This
combined' project will take the
place of the Urton Lake reclamation
project, which has been on the waiting list of the government for funds
for several years and the water claimed by the government in their notice,
to the territorial engineer having been
formally released by the secretary of
the interior, opens the way for the development of this project bythe above
parties without any interference from
"the government.
Application 424 by Andreas A. Jones
; East Las
Vegas, is to be approved up- n

(Continued

on Page Five.)

Wants Neither Republican Nor
Democrat to Tinker With
Proposition.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 5. To Senator Stone of Missouri, President Taft
again made it clear today that he is
opposed to any amendment what soever to the Canadian reciprocity agreement. Senator Stone had heard a re-

port that the administration opposition to the Root amendment was not
entirely sincere and that Senator Root
had been assured privately that the
president would not be displeased if
this amendment were adopted.
"1 came to the White House," said
the senator, "to find out for myself
whether the president was in earnest
in opposing the Rood amendment. And
I found out. He told me that he waa
against any amendment proposed by
any other senator, Democrat or Republican.
:
.
,
"That settles it for me, I am going
back to the senate to carry the fight
along those lines. Every true friend
of reciprocity will do the same thing.
If we begin by tacking on harmless
amendments we will end by tacking
on others which will destroy the bill."
BIO 1R6N FURNACE8
.

RE8UME

OPERATIONS.

Outlook in Steel Trade It Good and
Many Idle Men Will Be Given
-

.

Employment
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pittsburg, Pa., June 5. A number
of furnaces of the Carnegie Steel Company and the Jones and Laughlin Steel
Company; which have been out ot commission for some time were put in
operation today. A large torce of
men will be given employment. Prospects in the steel trade here It is said
are better now than tor months,
4

Tt
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to Sew Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
i
umiuuncea i today by Dr. Edgar
A coi.y of th
.
Washington, D. C, June 5. Chair- Nogales, Sonora, Mex., June 5. A
Washington, D. C, June 5. Colonel L Hewett. director of American Arch- - "on f
Taos
"'SZZ
(h,
man
Flood
of
i
house
the
official
committee
on
and
high
Sonora railroad,
Joseph Garrard, U. S. A., commanding
an franclsco Railroad
who arrived from the south last night territories and former Governor Cur-- j the cavalry post at Fort Myer, Va., to-r-y aeology for the Archaeological Insti - f
Company of
nlWelh
of
tine
county.
of New Mexico, were told by Presi-- ; day was reprimanded by the
Utah, was filed in
America, that the library of Kh"
stated that the report of the execu- Secretary
a5m
uuu oi uovernor
teao ol Sinaloa, aeni lait today tnat tor the present: of war, under orders from President the late German linguisi,
j
while spread prematurely, ultimately ne wouia not use tne administration Taft for reporting adversely on an
rTe
ap Franz Xikolaus Kinck. is to be brought in the territ
came true. He asserts that Governor influence to push statehood for Ari- plication of a soldier to take examin to this
country. It has been purchased out,
IZlf
a
zona
and
Xew
Redo and the commander of the fedMexico through
the ations for promoi.on to the commis by the Hon. Frank
Springer of New ning at the wcJern bo niary'of the'
eral troops in Cullacan were shot yes- senate. The president indicated that sioned
grade because applicant was a Mexico, for the use of ,he School of county
f Washington in C
he Would sign the enabling act pro- Jew.
ah and
terday at sunrise.-American Archaeology, the research running thence
In an
for
the
admission
of
terviding
these
Redo Refused to Surrender.
school
of
the
lion
The
Archaeological Institute j
through the counties of Washing
president's action has now creNogaleB, June 5. Acording to this ritories, now before the senate but ated
Kane.
something of a sensation, not fxAmenr-- ,
Gariie.d
IV"
railroad official s advices Governor declined at this time to enter the fight
never ueiure was sucii a collection
" lu
only in army circles, but throughout
eastern boundary of the
Redo and his federal forces refused to hasten their passage.
Washington. The young soldier in- of works on language and the science county of San Juan in ruh. ,henee
to surrender Culiacan to Manuel
Revision of Cotton Schedule.
volved in the controversy
is Frank of language brought to America. Pro- continuing in an easterly and
the provisional governor sent by
Washington, D. C, June 5. Revia
direction through the coun-tie-- s
in
Bloom,
private
F, of the fessor Finck held the chair of General
battery
Francisco L Madero, Jr. There was sion of the cotton tariff will be underof San Juan.
at' the University of Ber
McKinley, Rio Arrisome fighting and the garrison then taken at this session of congress, ac- third field artillery, and is now on Linguistics
and was th foremost linguistic ba Sandoval and Santa Fe.
mutinied and surrendered the capital cording to Representative Rainey of duty on (he Mexican border. Several lin,
making
c
scholar
of
his
d.vision
time.
His
at
years ago Bloom was urged for apwritings, etc..
some, feasible point in
to the insurrectos.
Illinois, chairman of the
the
known.
Dr. Finck did a
counties of Sandoval, Rio Arriba
widely
President
on the ways aiid means sommittee pointment to West Point.
Redo and the federal commander, it
amount of field work in the Cau and Santa Fe. with the northern divl- in declared, were condemned to death investigating the cotton schedules. Ex- Roosevelt, not being in a position at great
casus mountains of southern Russia, .uu passing through the
counties of
and executed.
perts already are at work and a bill the time to make the appointment, where in an area no
greater than that Taos, Colfax, Mora and Union, and
Bonilla was installed as governor of will be drafted in the near future. The suggested to Bloom that he enlist and ct
over
the
town
lanSwitzerland,
through
of Taos. T nil f nil n
fifty distinct
Sinaloa yesterday and peace has been president said it was hard to deal with "Like a true American" fight his way
are spoken. There is scarcely j ty and continuing to the eastern boun
the matter "with patience and without up from the ranks. The young man aguages
restored in the city.
language in the world with which dary of Union county. New Mexico;
All means of communication
with condemnatory words that had better took the advice, entered the army, he was not familiar.
the southern division
where he is said to have made a good
passing through
Culiacan have long been severed and not be written."
After his death which occurred re the counties of Bernalillo, Torrance.
and
the only news received from the Sinarecord,
took
his
ex
recently
first
Outlook is Dubious.
San
Miguel and Guadalupe and termi- loa capital is brought out by refugees.
amination for promotion. It is said cently, Mr. Springer opened negotia- Special to The New Mexican.
tions for the purchase of the magnifi-- j natlns at or in the vicinity ot Fort
uu
Outlaws Busy.
8
""""
"am'niluon
Slimner' Guadalupe county, New
Washington, D. C, June 5. Repub but 111""T" of
the nre in en hrnuirhr cent private library which had been lcoview
Hermosillo, 'Sonora, Mex., June 5.
Means of the
'
and means com
by Dr. Finck during his life-- !
about by Colonel Garrard's endorse
Jose M. Maytorena was installed today mittee declareways
that the Democratic
time. The books are written in soinej The location of the principal office
as governor and Eugenio Gayou as
Bloom
will
ment,
be ordered up for
tariff bill abandons all tariff revision final
of this corporation in New Mexico is
vice governor of Sonora. All is quiet
examination again in Septem- niiy cunerent languages. The library
of the past, and will pro
principles
is to be installed in the historic pal- at Taos and A. C. Probert is the
'
here.
ber.
sent to the house a
ace at Santa Fe, where the Museum upon whom process against the agent
Four hundred rebels were sent yes- The debate will minority report
corpColonel Garrards's endorsement on of Xew Mexico and the School of oration
several
continue
may be served. The total auterday from Cananea to the Altar dis- weeks. Former Governor Curry con Bloom's paper to which President Taft American
Archaeology are now hous- thorised capital stock is $S0o,000 dividtrict to check bands of outlaws wich sulted President Taft on
statehood to so strongly objected, when brought to ed. This library, together with the ed into 8,000 shares at 100 each.
have been ravaging that county?.
his
was
as follows:
day and Judge Fall consulted several
attention,
The names of the
linguistic laboratory recently donated
and
Socialist Republic Established.
"The applicant is a son of Joseph A. by Miss Anna U Wolcott of Denver, the number of sharesincorporators
members of the senate committee of
own are as
Los Angeles, June 5. According to
territories on statehood, the result be Bloom, of Jewish persuasion, who is Colorado, the splendid opportunity for follows: J. M. Redd, they
Monticello, Utah.
Captain Louis James of the Socialist ing rather
unfavorable to action at now and has been for a number of field work at Santa Fe's door, and 1: D. A. Clouthier, Springer, X. M
Insurrecto forces in Lower California, this
a
tailor
at
years
this post. His asso- such a genius as John P. Harrington 100; C. H. Randall, Taos
special session.
the mission which caused the disap
have been authoriz ciates as far as I know, and that of his in charge of that department of the Halliday, McAlester. Okla'., 500; Ger-sopearance recently of "General" C. edAppropriations
to investigate the Standard Oil, family have been with enlisted men school, will make Santa Fe a place of
Gusdorf, Taos, 50; Joseph Gill.
R. Pryce from Tia Juana has been acSteel,
Sugar and other trusts. Chair- and their families, and have been re- uneiualled advantages for research Clayton. 500; J. S. Holland, Holland,
will
time
and
this
there
complished
by
have reached the coast near Tia Juana man Moss expects to get an appro- spectable. The young man is undoubt work in languages, as well as in gen- 100; Charles J. H. Bushnell, Beenham,
100; S. E. Rucker, Amistad, 100; h!
an expedition consisting of 200 men. priation to investigate the forest serv- edly honest and upright, ambitious eral ethnology and archaeology.
S. Wannamaker, Amistad.
two breech loading field pieces
and ice including its administration in and deserving, but for the reasons
1300; A. C.
stated, I would not desire him in my WIFE OF MEXICAN
Probert, Taos. 3194: J. Wright
y
20,000 rounds of ammunition sent from New Mexico and Arizona.
command as an officer and a social
Taos. 250: John A. Dorney,
... MINISTER IN CHICAGO.
Los Angeles.'
and personal associate.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Taos. 15; Jose Montanor, Taos, 100:
Captain James declares that a vesChicago, 111., June 5. Senora Ernes- J. X- - Vigil, Talpa, 100; Hubert H.
"The presence of the applicant's
sel conveying these reinforcements to
the Tia Juana garrison departed from
family at a military post, would "be to Madero, wife of the present minis- Johnson, 100; J. j. Vigil, Taos. 50;
Frank Hamm, Dallas, 500; Frank
a point near Los Angeles
subversive of discipline
Saturday
and their ter of finance of Mexico, arrived in
Haram,
in
from
home
last
her
Jr., Arroyo Seco, 50; Antonio
in
Chicago
succeeded
and
night
night
probable treatment a source of mortigetting beyond
Senora Madero C. Pacheco, Arroyo Seco. 10;
s
the reach of the United States authorification to them and frequent cause or Monterey, Mexico.
Martinez, Taos. 250: Anetis fc.
ties.
trouble to commanding officers. From came to Chicago for the purpose of
The Socialist insurrectos claim that
an experience of many years, 1 have having a surgical operation performed Gowan, Taos, 10; H. G. Xewby, Arroyo Hondo, 50; William McKean, Taos.
they"ill have a force of 600 men,
found, except in a few cases, and in a on her infant son.
AdOwen
J. Evans
10; Isaac W. Dwire, Taos, 10; John B
nearly all of whom are Americans, to Legislator
few communities where Jews are reBideweil, Taos. 250; Eli Hartt. Taos.
back up their establishment of the
mits That He Solicited
ceived as desirable social associates."
j50: Squire Hartt, Jr., Ranchos de Taos
"Republic of Lover California." They
In directing the secretary to inquire
Bribe for His Vote
E
,50; P. M. Dolan. Taos, 20; A. A.
assert that the Mexican government
into the matter, President Taft wrote:
Taos, 10; C. C. Lowe. Taos, in- will be so busily occupied otherwise,!
"My Dear Secretary: I enclose
'John
Pearson. Taos, 20, and L. M.
that it will not be in a position fori
herewith a letter from Simon Wolf,
Hudson, Taos. 15 shares.
many months to send an army against WILL TURN STATE'S EViDEDCE a lawyer and a very
reprominent and.
The directors are W. P. Halliday.
them, and in the meantime they will
spected citizen of Washington.
This
be able to fortify Ensenada and make
Joseph Gill, H. S. Wannamaker, J. S
to the statement he makes every
gives
it impregnable.
Sensation, Showing Rottenness presumption of
Holland,, Charles J. H. Bushnell, A. C.
accuracy and truth. It
of Religion and
Probert, Frank Hamm, John B.
of Body Politic in Buck-ey- s
is difficult for me to read the endorse- Neglect
SHAFROTH VETOES
J. Wight Giddings, Malaquias
of
suit
Pleasure
and
ment
of Colonel Garrard, set forth in
State.
MINE INSPECTION BILL.
Martinez and D. A. Clouthier.
this letter, with patience and without
the Dollars
The officers of the new company
are: H. S. Wannamaker, president;
Union Labor Protested Against Sad- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) condemnatory words,, that hud better
not be written. I wish you would exFrank Hamm, first vice president; J.
Columbus, Ohio, June 5. Representdling Workmen With Cost of
ative Owen J. Evans of Canton, Stark amine the records, and verify the OPINION OF WILLIAM J. BRYAN S. Holland, second vice president;
"Shot Firing."
statements of Mr. Wolf, and if he has
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) county, today created one of the bigJoseph Gill secretary ; A. C. Probert,
and his letter
treasurer, and W. P. Halliday, chief
Denver, Colo.. .Time 5. The coal gest sensations of the bribery scan- not been
sets
forth
the facts direct that this Too
mine inspection bill passed by the re- dal, by appearing before Judge
engineer.
Time
Good
for
Busy
Hunting
cent legislature, which was intended
The number of miles of railroad to
of the criminal coart and plead- young man be admitted to examination
or Attending Business Says
to prevent further accidents in the ing guilty to the charge of soliciting for a lieutenancy in the army.
be built is estimated at 750.
The
Commoner.
coal , mines of Colorado, was vetoed a bribe of $100 on the salary loan bill. statements made by Colonel Garrard
Articles of Incorporation.
Articles of incorporation were filed
last night by Governor Shafroth at the He said he solicited the money from are not quite true with references to
in the territorial
request of representatives: of the L. C. Miller, of Akron, a loan agent. the standing of Jews in this country; (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
secretary's office tominers' union. Their chief objection Evan's confession came Immediately I resent, as commander-in-chie- f
of the
New York, N. Y., June 5. The day by the Lanumex Mining Company
was occasioned by a, senate amend- after the Franklin county grand jury army and navy, that any officer of American home is
which has its principal office at Hachitriply imperilled by
ment requiring coal miners to pay the had returned an indictment against either, should permit himself in an of'
neglect of religion, failure to cultivate ta, Grant county, and James Hartzog
cost of "shot firing." It was estimated him and was the outcome of an ar- nciai document to give evidence of home life and
the pursuit of pleasure is named as the statutory agent. The
amount of capital stock is $500,000
that this would have taken $168,000 rangement with Prosecuting Attorney such unfounded and narrow race prej- and the dollar,
according to William
yearly from the wages of the miners. Turner and Attorney General Hogan, udice as ihat contained in this en- J. Bryan.
consisting of 500,000 shares at $1. The
lincoriKirators each of whom has sub
who pleaded for leniency in sentenc- dorsement.
was
Mr.
opinion
by
Bryan's
sought
scribed to 250 shares are: Charles L.
ing him. Judge Kinkead fined him1 "After you have made an examinaK. Reisner,
who Hopkins, Waveland,
IMPORTANT MEETING
X $500, and he then went before the tion of this record, please, advise me the Rev. Christian
Mass.;
wrote the Nebraskan asking
him Cousin, Bechnel, La.; John R, George
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. X grand jury to be questioned about all of your action.
Gaunt.
the American Jr., Bechnel, La.; W. M. Barnett, New
"What
'
endangers
The regular meeting Of the X the alleged grafting in the legislature.
"Sincerely yours, '.'
Mr.
home?"
made
pub- Orleans. Ia.; L. L. Moise, San FranBryan's reply,
Santa Fe chamber of commerce .
Evans was a member of the steering
WILLIAM H. TAFFT."
lic from the pulpit, was' as follows, "Al- - cisco: E. J. Marks, New Orleans;
will be held Tuesday evening X committee of the house of which Rep
lowing business and pleasure to con Louis Ochs, Charles Wiggin, Sol Levi,
at 8 o'clock in the rooms on the
resentative Nye of Pike county was FIFTEEN INJURED IN
sume all the time; so that none is left jw. O. Hudson, all of Xew Orleans; L,
west side of the plaza. It is
,
also a member.
TENNESSEE WRECK,
for the cultivation of the home life. A. Caboche, Wallace, La.; Mark The-W- e
hoped that every member will
Nye was acquitted last week after a
are too busy making money and (riot, Lutcher, La., and J. W.
g
be present and every
trial on the charge of soliciting, a Lebanon
Accommodation
Train
for a good time. Home
who is interested is invitbribe of $500 from State Printer CrawDeming. The capital with which
Crashes Into Switch Engine
the new company begins business is
ed. The time has come for final
ford.
liglon is also neglected."
at Nashville.
action on the question of an
$:s,ooo.
Frank Confession.
PASSENGER TRAIN RUNS
automobile road to the Rito de
The Rodeo Trading Company of Arl- Columbus, Ohio, June 5. The grand (By Special Lensed Wire to New
Mexican)
'
los Frijoles. The tourist seajury made a third report in the legislaINTO OPEN 'WITCH. zona was "Emitted to the territory.
5.
Nashville,
June
Tenn.,
Fifteen
It nnni'lTin
son will soon be here, the
ntttpo in vmr Mav nn la
tive bribery at 10:13 o'clock today, re- persons were injured when
the LebanSchool of Archaeology la ready
turning eight indictments against as on accomodation train on the Tennes- Seven Coaches Derailed and Three En- Rodeo, Grant county, and A. T.
to get out its announcements
named as the statutory agent.
many persons and three no bills. Rep- see Central
gines Sent to Scrap Heap by
railroad, crashed Into a
for the August session,
The capital stock is $50,000 and the
and
resentative Owen J. Evans, of Stark switch
Accident.
engine on the outskirts of
travelers must be Informed
character of business to be transacted
county, was in the' court room when Nashville.
what acommodations can be ofir Xew Mexico Is general merchanthe jury came in and at once was
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Special
(By
Robert
Atkinson, the engineer in
fered. The question of a comdise.
served with an indictment charging
5.
111.,
June
Peoria,
pashim with receiving $100 from L. C. charge was fatally injured and three
pany to take hold of transporother trainmen were severely hurt. senger train No. 17 with seven coaches THREE BAATLESHIPS LEAVE
tation and tentage will be taken
Miller, a loan agent of Akron, in con- The
passengers escaped with bruises ran into an open switch in the yards
ON PRACTICE CRUISE.'
nection with a bill to regulate loan
up and it is hoped that all com- and a severe shaking up.
of the Chicago, Rock Island & PacifX mittees that have been appoint- - St companies.
ic this morning,' demolishing two lo- Will Travel Seven Thousand Miles in
He pleaded guilty and was fined
V ed to Investigate any of these
'
cal engines which were standing on
St problems will be ready to make
Evans will LAWYER SENTENCED FOR
$500 by Judge Kinkead.
Visiting European Porta With
RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS. the track, besides totally wrecking
definite reports. Director Hew- Naval Cadet.
go before the grand jury and tell all
Special
Leasea
(By
own
to
Wire
New Mexican) Its
ett will report on the matter ot
engine.
he knows about the bribery scandal.
Xew
York, June 5. Daniel O'Reilly,
railroad rates and necessary
(By Special Le8ud Wire to New Mexican
the lawyer who was convicted of
FAMOUS PRISON REFORMER
arrangements. He is also ready
JOSE IVES LIMANTOUR
Annapolis, Md., June 5. :The practo announce several items of
.
FEELS THE HEAT.
DEAD IN OHIO TOWN. tice squadron consisting of the battlegoods in the Bancroft
interest relating to the School
(By Special Leased Wire to Jfew Mexican) bond robbery case, was today sentships Iowa, Indiana and Massachu- and Museum. .
St. Louis, Mo., June 5. Jose Yves enced by Justice Davis in the criminal (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) setts having on board the Naval AcadAil are Invited to make this
Mansfield, Ohio, June 5. General R. emy midshipmen, sailed today on their
Limantour, former minister of finance branch of the court to five months in
announcement known as widepenitentiary. Abraham Levy B. Brinkerhoff, statesman and prison summer voyage to European ports.
of Mexico, is resting here today. He the
is on his way to France to visit a made a plea in his behalf but District reformer, died at hlB home here last The cruise will cover about 7.000
ly as possible. '
'
v
S. G. CARTWR1GHT,
The extreme heat, which Attorney Whitman made a demand for night, aged 84. General Brinkerhoff miles and last until August 28. The
daughter.
President
had an international reputation as one first scheduled stop 1b Queenstown.
he said is greater than in Mexico, caus a jail sentence. n'Bolllv
' be deeply affected by his aentenee.
ot the foremost prison reformers.
ed him to stop over here
which will be reached about June 19.
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in the head, the sequel ot an attack for ferreting out the Rodgers kidnapKING OF THE SEA AM I.
of scarlet fever.
pers the people of Las Vegas have
By Charles H. La Tourette.
Cli, I am the king of the wild raging
presented handsome silver mounted
to
sea and my home is a dungeon
Cavinees Surrenders.
pearl handled Colt's
Edward Cavinees, indicted at Raton Captain Fred Fornoff and Apolonio A.
deep;
I roam o'er the billows when waves for complicity in the express robbery Sena of the Territorial Mounted Police
roll high, and the mermaids sing came to Raton from Fort Sumner and and to Detective Tim O'Leary of tha
He Santa Fe Railway.
me to sleep.
surrendered to the authorities.
Old Davy Jones' locker is naught to was placed under $7,500 bond.
Wedded at Laguna.
me,
Dr. Meda Hess, a medical missionFor I am the king and I hold the key
Newspaper Change.
Of the place below where sailors go,
Leandro Sena has sold his interest ary among the Pueblos in Valencia
DENVER BREAD
To take their last sleep in the storm-- : in L a Voz Publica at Vaughan. Guada- - county, and formerly a misionary in
i iune count v tn v. n. Sanchez
driven sea.
and has Asia Minor, was married on June 1,
returned to Santa Rosa to edit La at Laguna, to Rev. Charles T. Patchell
I
Rev. C. R.
of Charlotte, Michigan.
Oh, hi, ho! Oh, hi, ho! How I laugh Nueva Estrella.
Brodhead performed the ceremony
when the ocean rolls high!
assisted by Rev. Mr. Hernandez of
As I rule on my throne 'mid the
Pressman Beaten to Death.
Among the guests- were
heedless waves,
press- Sehoyeta.
Bert P. Weaver, a
Miss M. E. Disette and Miss Daisy
Where sailor boys sleep in their man at
death
to
was
beaten
Denver,
Schumann of Santa Fe and Mr. and
tearless graves,
while on his way home on Saturday
The
R. O. Marmon cf Laguna.
Mrs.
No cares have I, storms I defy, for
surnight. A wife and infant child
will
in
reside
am
I,
sea
Michigan.
of
the
couple
king
king,
king,
vive him.
King of the sea am I!
Prize as Best Cook.
Carlsbad Gets Train Crews.
Mills was one of the judOh, I am the king of the deep raging
Governor
made
has
The Santa Fe system
sea, and I never know want nor Carlsbad the terminal of the Clovis ges who awarded to Miss Mary Hayes
care ;
cook at the Normal
run, necessitating the moving of 12 the prize as best
The prize
I have for my pillow the wild ocean's
at
Las
Vegas.
University
from
families
and
trainmen
their
Aurora
Miss
breast as I lie in my slumber there.
to
went
for
oratory
to Carlsbad.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
My banquet halls ring with the siren's
for athletics to Carl Ellis, the
song,
Hedgcock prize for highest grade to
In
Hondo.
Drowned
on
trie English essay
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. Calling the sailor boys on and
REGISTER
WE GIVE
W. T. Green, aged 35 years, was Miss Mary Powers;
the Optic
To the revelry beneath the sea,
Alice
to
Miss
urize
Kilgore;
in the Hondo, at Tinnie,
ball
basket
Where many brave souls to their har- drowned
the
mar
t0
CuP
Barker;
He was bathing
Lincoln county.
bor have gone.
lu
P
with some boys when seized with
The deceasand went under.
Oh, hi, ho! Oh, hi, ho! How I laugh cramps
Shot at Daughter's Suitor.
ed leaves a wife and three children.
when the ocean rolls high!
According to the Roy American, J.
As I rule on my throne 'mid the
D. Davis of Mosquero, Union county,
Struck
Lightning.
by
heedless waves,
During a thunderstorm last week at is accused of shooting B. H. Shrout,
Where sailor boys sleep in their
daughter. ViCarrizozo, Lincoln county, the house suitor of his
tearless
graves.
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
at first
who
was
struck
of
Tennis
The girl,
Contractor
by ola,
No cores have I, storms I defy, for
was acci- Mr. Ten- - had said the shooting
on fire.
set
and
lightning
am
sea
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKE5
of
the
I,
king, king, king
nis was rendered unconscious. When dental, has now stated that Davis was
King of the sea am I!
he regained consciousness he succeed jealous because of the attentions of
ed in extinguishing the flames.
Shrout to her and that her father had
a quarrel with Shrout, then shot the
Ordered Out of Town.
MOUND THE STATE
latter with a shot gun and drove off
David Agullar, arrested at Las
to let him die alone. The daughter
for shop lifting, was acquitted be says she pleaded with her father to
PHONE 191 BLACK
fore the justice of the peace but was,hrin
him. to the houge and caii for
Died of an Operation.
and a Dhysician. Davis replied that there
Manuel Valdez, aged 78 years, died ordered to leave the Meadow City
in a sanitarium at Las Vegas from promptly shook its dust from msj was no use; he would die anyway, but
Shoes.
if Chrnnt wnnlH nrnmiu mvr tn tell
the effects of an operation.
how it happened, he would do so.
Lots of Mail.
Shrout very promptly made the prom- Count of Mail at Carlsbad.
The postoffice at Estancia, Torrance
Postmaster Bolton of Carlsbad, an county, during May, received 26,071 ise, and is now at the Davis hosae, in
Davis made his
..
1
a
:l
.1
nounces that during May his office
7CC a serious condition.
will
ui
""""i escape from the officers Sunday even- handled 102,000 pieces of mail.
!eBd.U:l"!ihenlSnar
tag, leaving without shoes, hat or coat.
lius iiiuiv mau ,xtjfj yicvco "
The last seen of him was when- he
Damaged by Lightning.
first class and more than 14,000 pieces went to a house
nearby and got an old
The residence of Mrs. Mamie Hires newspapers and magazines.
coat, hat and shoes, and went in the
at Naravisa, Quay county, was badly
rect0?
damaged by lightning last week.
cCanyon'
Killed in Cement Mill.
A. A.
be
is
J. D. Crawford was killed in theMounted Policeman
Shot Himself Through the Heart.
cement mill at Ancho, Lincoln county. worKing on xne case.
will
J. C. Devere, aged 32 years, shot via tuoo aiiirVit in the heltlner of the'
If you want anything on earti try
himself through the heart at his home machinery and his body was crushed
power.
stead eight miles southeast of
Crawford was a New Mexican Want Ad.
to a shapeless mass.
You
73 years old, a Union veteran of the
Civil War and a member of the Board State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas county. ss.
Change on Portables Herald.
of Education at Ancho.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Rev. E. P. Aldrege has sold his inis senior partner of the firm of F. J.
terest in the Portales Herald to H.
Altitude is Too High for Editor.
FRANK
GORMLEY,
B. Ryther who will edit the paper In
Will N. de Puy, editor of the Ala Cheney & Co., doing business in the
the
future.
6619
News, has been told by his City of Toledo, County and State afore
Black
Phone
mogordo
N.
M.
Santa Fe,
said, and that said firm will pay the
physicians that the altitude of
Died on Way to Hospital.
is too high for him and sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
Ambrosio Alcala, a Santa Fe se& Guthrie Smith has taken his place. each and every case of Catarrh that
tion hand, died at Gallup while being It is not every editor who can afford cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
taken to the Santa Fe hospital at Al tr eo to a lower altitude when his Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
buquerque.
physician demands it.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of DecemFell on Red Hot Coals.
Caught in the Act.
Francisco Gonzales was arrested at Fernando Bustillos, aged 18 years ber, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Las Vegas while in the act of carry while trying to recover a pocket knife
(Seal)
works
Notary Public,
cement
at
whole
a
the
merchandise
from
on
cinder
a
pile
ing away
sale grocery warehouse.
near El Paso, slipped and fell on the Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
red hot coals. He died at a hospital ally and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
a few hours afterwards.
Forest Fire In Haynes Canon,
for testimonials free.
e
men were sent out last
Twenty-fivAll kinds of flowers, g arden & field seeds in bulk and package
4LFALFA SEED.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O,
Rattlesnake.
Bitten
by
week to fight a forest fire in Haynes
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Victor Winger, living 17 miles north
succeed
Otero
county.
Canon,
They
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
Take Hall's Family Pills for
of Clovis, Curry county, while on hip.
ed In extinguishing it.
way home from school, was bitten by
rattlesnake, which sank its fangs
Boy Killed by Train.
Ten year old Floriano Ensianas was so deep Into his ankle that he could
at not shake it loose, so that it had to
H. KERR
Phone Black killed in the Rock Island yard' had
Phone Black
be taken away by force. For a time his
Tucumcari by a train on which he
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
is
the
but
was
fell.
boy
from
He
life
which he
despaired of,
jumped and
Phone us, we will be glad to call for;
was ground to pieces.
now out of danger.
your laundry on Mondays and Tues
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Claimed They Were Insurrectos.
More Scarlet Fever at Las Cruces.
Three men who claimed to be in
Immediately upon the raising of the Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
surrectos were reaping a rich harvest quarantine for scarlet fever, last
at Alamogordo last week through beg week, It was reported that the grand are mended and buttons sewed en
extra charge.
ging but were exposed by the police son of M. Randall at the Central hotel your shirts without'
and left town.
was taken ill with the disease. Thus PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
ten months. They have hundreds of
far four children have died of the
Chickering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Hotel Sold.
dread disease at Las Cruces.
Bush and Lane.
and Arizona.
The Commercial hotel, a
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone brick building at Gallup, was sold last
Officers Given
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and week to W. H. Morris, president of the
As a token of their appreciation
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano First National Bank at Gallup, for
$25,140.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecillan
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Interior Player Pianos, and many: more than half way in making
Bridges Washed Out.
En
and
hail
near
A
rain
satstorm
a
of
a
nd
other makes.
big
piano
simple
purchase
La Salle
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on dee, Quay county, last week, destroyed
out
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
crops, washed
bridges and five
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.
hundred feet of track for the Rock
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
Telephone 11.
Island road, tying up all traffic.
WOO
Two
Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established
Aztec Organizes Board of Trade,
SANTA
CO.
TRAIL
CURIO
FE
FE
SANTA
OFFICE WITH
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Aztec, San Juan county, has organiz
Short Order at all Hours
ed a board of trade with Fred Bunker,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
president; M. D. Taylor, vice-predent; C. 'S. Bailey, secretary; T. A. French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
Pierce, treasurer.
New York Chop Suey 50c. who does
your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
Cars Demolish Tipple.
A string of coal care at the Union
their orders in that line will surely
mine near Gallup, ran away down the
refer you to us. We have built up a
track and crashed Into the Tipple, de
work
reputation for doing high-clas-s
close
had'
to
molishing it. The mine
in
a short time and at a very moderate
down
several
days.
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
We are pleased to receive
charge.
mine run coal
of building material
County Officials Must Move.
family trade, and assure you beforeThe county officials of Lincoln
hand of complete satisfaction.
county have been notified by the distYARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
101 Washington Ave!
rict attorney that they must move Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
their offices from Lincoln to Carri- Returns Thursday and Friday.
zozo by June 19.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP,
Died of Abcess In Head.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT
Lulu, the ten year old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Owen of Coro- Phone Red No. 23 Phone Red No. 23
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues
na, Lincoln county, died of an abcess

The Little Store

"The Best

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

IT

EFi

Established

1851

5, 1911.

Incorporated

1903

BHDS. CO.

j

fflgl

non-unio- n

GO

G

Ros-we-

ll

Lu-cer-

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
LOUIS

JUNE

MONDAY,

r

NAPOLEON

Groceries and Delicatessen

Boy's Blouses
are better blouses than
home sewing can produceare made by expert workers under ideal
re
factory conditions,-a.
.
Correct as tO Style and
fit and are guaranteed.

Cor- Agents for Warner's
sets. Prices $1.00 to $5.00.
We carry all the newest

3j

$

a

Something new in Boys'
and Shirts from

Blouses

5QC tO 91.Z3.

Guaranteed to Wear.

P. O. Box 219

Phone No. 36

J

;

j

When the dry spell comes
need
this summer you
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
connected to
gines are not pumping they can
run it cheaper than
any other machine and
running it by hand
can have complete information ana price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

iiB

A

--

Ji0

;

I

to the agent.

F.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DO NT
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

.

Phone

14.

Phone

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14

Santa

45

LEO HERSCH

W.

45

T

PIANOS

PIAN05

two-stor- y

Learnard-Lindeman-

Ask Yourselves

n

Jesse-Frenc-

'

Restaurant

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

Julius Muralter

THOMAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

TAILOR.

J

EACH WEEK WE RECEIVE A FRESH ASSORTMENT

fir'

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone

oal

Wood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

EKfftiTRK
85

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD CAIE

rUH JALC

Ingroyed

and onimprored

City Property,

Orchards

andRandes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesaque at a Barf ain.
Modern Residences for Rent.

103
Palace Ave.

F. M. JONES.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, RcliaWe Nones
Buggies, Surries, Saddle

8F ?hone

9

CHA5. CL0S50N

t.

OF

INNOVATION SWEETS,
JOHNSTON CANDIES,
EXTRAORDINARY CHOCOLATES,
TRIADS, SWISS STYLE MILK CHOCOLATES ASSORTED,

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

213
r

THE ONLY

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY RECEIVING

THEM

DIRECT

FROM

MANUFACTURER

KM

S'i?,fck'X:

v

ifljniuiuinMcri
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WOOD'YS HACK LINE

THIS IS CERTAIN
The Froof

That Santa Fe Readers
Cannot Deny.

MAYOR

SPEAKS

of one thing, and that is. that I will
insist mat teachers qualified in the
Santa Fe county institute shall be given precedence over all oth-rs- .
We are about to enter upon our duties of attending a summer institute,
in accordance with the requirements
of the law. Let us forget, for the
time being at. least, that there is a
law that compels us to attend, and en
deavor to take up the work of this institute, as though it were of our own
volition and free will. Let us enroll
with the firm determination of secur

rights to

M.

PAGE THREE

become

women.

useful men

and

DRIVES OUT

Teachers should study playground
The playground propersupervision.
ly supervised, is as much needed
in
What could furnish stronger evi
TO
the village as it is in the city, and
dence of the efficiency of any remedy
ic is essential to a
The primary cause of Rheumatism results from
properly regulated
weak
than the test of time? Thousands of
"
school, that the teacher shall have
etC" fnninff
theTy?temC
Doan's
Kidney Officially Extends Welcome
hTre.aCriU,atin3
lerfeet control of her pupils on the
Leave Barranca on the arrival of people testify that
uric
absorbed
from
causing
the
cure
and
permanently.
Playground as in the school room.
the north bound train and arrives at mis
th circulation from a
tn?tVU0 the- - 'lood- - This ch"n
Santa Fe County
rich
Home endorsement should prove un
Teachers should give the subject of
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ses
inflammatory matter into themus
Ten miles shorter than any other doubtedly the merit of this remedy.
nines 'T-- ' frCanaV, dTsitin
reading the most careful considera
Institute!
longer the blood is allowed to remain in this
Tfeaif ago your friends and neighbors
tion, as it is regarded as one of the
war. Good covered hack and
"10re
Severe
Rheumatism become. Ora lua !y t, e
,PTaC.Omlit,0n
most important, and one in which the n
testified to the relief they had derived
...
lose thoir
,
teams.
v fl,
and
valuable
ing
helpful
suggestions,
calculous
from
of
ckt
use
the
the
of
form
tiosits
teachers are found quently
majority
Doan's Kidney Pills. OLD AND KOUNG WERE PRESENT instruction in the modern
at thn f,,,....Tl
Xta.ln.er den to 3a.lc
methods of deficient.
They now confirm their testimonials.
B&eX CSmtStHLBM,
that is to cleanse the blood of the uric acid
ht;um;itlsm..
noiLn
Let this month's work be
teaching.
S bv Mllnvhff
.
.
V..
f
After securing positions teachers .1..
They say time has completed the test.
e pvm nartlU
an Inspiration to the teachers.
,rHlk, S.v, fclJC .uuftc aim .ri- - ki p i i .
should
aim
and
S.
Mrs. Agriplna D. de Gonzales, 102 George W. Armijo
strive
S.
satisat
eliminates
1,L'U!!alLsla,
permanently.
the
i
giving
uric
acid
i uecausen is
Compliment
It is only in comparatively recent
.
hi,,! r,.-;fi- Garcia St., Santa Fe. N, M., says: "In
ed Spanish Americans on
years, that the public of the remote
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY.
September, 1906. I procured Doan's
and rural districts have come to rec
C nC'1' nutr,tlous
Their Interest.
.X
13
corpuscles of the circulation, and
b riu
recommended
for Kidney Pills and used them for backparticularly
ognize the importance of an educa
l
overcome tbe effects
8ysle.m
chronic cases of .kidney and bladder ache which had been a source of much
tion. This has naturally brought
P
"k on R"eumatisra and medical advice free. S. S Sof
i1
ii
In the presence of Mayor Arthur
It tends to regulate and annoyance. In the morning when I
trouble.
sale at drug stores.
'
about a demand for better Qualified
tup cwitrr
SPrriFir
"
n festV J nt ,
vii jv
control the kidney and bladder action arose my back was so lame and pain- Seligman, Probate Clerk and Alder teachers. The children of the country
man
W.
ful
I
that could hardly stoop. I knew
George
Armljo, and other vis districts are as much entitled to deand is healing, strengthening and
that my trouble was due to disordered itors, the Santa Fe county institute rive the benefits of modern methods
bracing. For sale by all druggists.
kidneys and I was finally led to try was formally opened in the high of teaching, as is the child of the city;
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good re- scnooi this morning.
therefore county teachers are required
A glance at the institute shows that to attend an institute or a summer
ports I heard about them. The conHave Built Up
tents of one box drove away all my the demure maiden scarcely in her school, and to receive the same preppains and I am happy to state that my teens and the veteran, gray haired aration that is required of city teachcure has been permanent."
teacher were gathered to gain inspira- ers. It is realized only too well, that
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 tion and widen their knowledge for four weeks time is too short a period
the Geological Survey at Washington.
Lordsburg.
for the satisfactory qualification (fot
cents.
Co., Buffalo, next year's work.
Twenty cars of ore wtre shipped
Production of Precious Metals.
The Institute is under the direction the teachers' profession) of those perNew York, sole agents for the United
rrom Iord.sbm-g- ,
Cram comity, last
The complete returns for mine prosons who never employ any other
of Mrs. Nora Brumbach of Albuquer
States.
week.
During the month of May, duction of gold, silver,
means of preparation. The summer
copper, lead,
Remember the name Doan's and que. Mrs. Gertrude Elliott is one of
105 cars were shipped.
The Orion and zinc in 1909 in the western states'
institute
affords
ter.chthe
true
the
instructors.
Both
simply
were
at
present
take no other.
has
Mining
a
company
elected
ore just being published by the United
crs an opportunity to review, exchange
the opening this morning.
i
of directors: Hugh Xiel, V. T. States
i
t
School Superintendent John ideas, broaden their intellect, and
Geological Survey as a separate
County
Killed
Husband.
Irate
By
Pugilist
Hixson, A. Courshane.
and James chapter of "Mineral
with modern methResources of the
Louis Kong, a prize fighter of Oak- V. Conway, wearing a dainty pink rose equip themselves
of
White
El
V.
H.
and
Small
Paso;
United States." Th:e report has
in his coat lapel, and his face ablaze ods. There's no school that gives as
land, California, was killed and Mrs.
and
Don
H.
Kedzie
of
lxrdsburg.
with earnestness presented Mayor Sel- much valuable information in a
greatly delayed owing to cooperation
Riley seriously injured by the husband
Carrizozo.
month's time, in all lines, as does the
between the Survey and the Bureau of
of the latter while trying to escape igman in a short speech.
Runkle and company are opening the Census
The mayor said that it was again institute.
in obtaining the returns
Mrs. Gertrude Elliott.
from him in an automobile.
up a coal mine five miles south of and the
his privilege and pleasure to welcome
We need your help in order to make
elaborate schedule required by
Lincoln
Carrizozo,
The
mine
county.
the teachers to Santa Fe and added: this institute a success: you must be
the Census.
TO AND FROM ROSVVELL.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
"The vocation as a teacher is the basis benefited by its instruction, otherwise faction, this can be done, only by Cose
Arizona's production of gold,
In large quantities and have
The
Economic
Mining company at
silver,
of our government. Parents depend the money, time, and efforts expend sumy of existing local conditions.
It
Connections made with Automobile
copper, lead and zinc in 1909 was val'
modern facility for furnishing the
on you to see that the moral educa- ed in your behalf will be a serious is the teacher who goes into the coun- Carrizozo, Lincoln county, has increas- ued
at
J44.053.023. a gain over the 190H
line at Vaughn for Roswen,
very best rough or dressed
ed the force at it3 mine and in another
dally. tion of the
pupil is taken care of as loss. The majority of the teachers try district fully prepared and deterl
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
Lumber
month, the tunnel will be connected production of $2,241,048. Of the total
mined
to
well
as
the
owe
education.
her
to
success
their
give
the
the
fact
that
best
literary
pupils
they
very
of every description. We are thus
l
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
"The idea of politics in institute have attended institutes regularly, tbat is in her, that is likely to be suc- with the shaft. If a concentrator is vaiue tor I9o9, $39,506,930 represented
enabled to make the very best prices
copper production, and of this J18.305.-90at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves work has been eliminated.
I am told, while others can attribute their fail cessful, and not the one who looks not installed the ore will be shipped
for Lumber of such high grade. Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
as compared with that of 1909 was
to
El
Paso.
the
and that is a good thing."
ures to neglect in not attending them. upon
stipulated salary as the only
V.'e will be pleased to figure on
valued at J2S,S41,050, an Increase
your tare between Santa F and Torrance
Lake Valley.
incentive.
of
The
a
to
then
Your
tribute
and
mayor
paid
conductor,
your
instructor,
contracts.
J4.035.9O9 as
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
' .LI." " "
We are here to learn and to profit!
!i
.pany 'S figures. The compared with the 1908
.
bm
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
increase is shown in tbe
ocdai i.iu3 ui mixing ore
irom tne experience nt ntheri. 9,.,i
mobile by wire. J. W. S'ockard.
Lake Valleyj Sierra figures for ail four metals, as follows:
you owe it to yourselves, your patrons, weekly from
Mr. McGee is putting up a Gold, $1,476,311; silver, $218,035; copcounty.
and your pupils to master, as
nearly
as possible, the subjects you teach. ten ton mill at the head of Donahue ier. J2.328.92S; lead, $12,635.
Colorado's production of gold,
and become better acquainted with creek not far from the Grand Censilver,
tral mill.
the modern methods of teaching.
copier, lead and zinc in 1909, as reGeorgetown.
ported to the Geological
It used to be that when a man was
was
Ouy McPherson who recently re- valued at $33,907,140, an Survey,
not good enough to be a preacher or
increase of
from
counin
turned
a
over
Grant
(Old Sparks Ranch)
trip
a minister of the ensno!
$1,958,418 over that of 1908. Of this
learned enough to be a doctor, was ty, reports the old mining camp of total for 1909, $21,989,336 reuresented
15th
Open
not astute enough to be a lawyer, Georgetown is coming to life again gold, which, however, was a
and was too lazy to learn a trade, and exhibiting considerable activity. of $311,291 as compared with the 1908
Best of Food.
Best of Beds
tbat man was furnished with a teach- Quite a number of men are now work- figures. Silver also decreased $90,510
Cold Pure Spring: Water
er's certificate and placed in charge ing the old dumps, having obtained The copper output, however, increased
of
the children of the district. Not leases there. The Georgetown mines in value JlOO.lCo, lead Increased
No Invalids
f
$15 a Week
$9lu.
so today; the world is changing and were famous for their silver produc sio, anu zinc increased
$1,349,244
.
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
we are changing with it; the world is tion in the early 'SO's, and GeorgeIdaho's
production of gold,' silver
town was, in its palmy days, one of
growing richer in intelligence and
coppr, lead, and zinc in 1909 was valt- -:
Write Pecos
Telegraph Glorieta
more eminently practical. The teach- the busiest mining camps in the ued at J15,C00,849, an
increase over
Many years ago, 1908 in
ers of today are better disciplined and great Southwest.
spite of the fact that fewer
the
before
vanadium
worth
of
long
better qualified. We recognize in
mines were in operation.
The gold
them a source of power, and also rec- was known as a valuable commercial production increased
in
and
rare
the
slightly, silver
busy world,
saws
ognize that the results of their efforts product
and copper decreased, and
large
are necessary for the progress of the beautiful specimens of crystals and
were recorded in both lead
were
sent
to
silver
various
colleges
human race.
and
zinc.
and institutions in the east.
How
Some, yes quite a number, are insufever, with the blossoming of the vaActivity in Copper Production.
ficiently compensated
for patience nadium
Montana's production of
age a keen demand develop
and meritorious work, but any intelli- ed
gold, silver
for that rare and needful metal
lead and zinc in 1909 was valgent observer can clearly see, that the and as the natuie of its formation copper,
ued at $51,429,694, of which
about 79
progressive and truly deserving teach- and existence became more familiar
ler cent represented copper. The figers are gradually coming into their to
the eye of the geologist and the ures show an increase over
own, and when they do, there will be
those ot
mineralogist, the old specimens from 1908 of $9,392,984. The increases In
very little room for the other kind.j the
mines fell under the the values of the
Georgetown
It is an acknowledged fact, that, the
several metals proPAY ft NIGHT
of some person who duced were as
130 RED
108 PALAOtt
PHONE
more we do, the larger our knowledge! scrutinizing eye
follows: Gold $73"
AVE
of
determined
that
the
specimens
870; silver, $948,146;
and capabilities, the more that is ex
copper, '$7,347'-:-9rare beauty of crystals and native silPicture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Don
zinc. $428,345.
pected of ns. Before we can teach it ver
Lead values
none
as
but
fantastically arranged
is necessary that we ourselves be in$04,769.
that which Artist Nature alone can
formed. This is the way of the world
An unusually
to contain good
large amount ot
form, were found
ana you cannot change it. It is notvaUles
work was reported in MonThis source of
in vanadium
.
.
.
i
i
tana
sumcient mat we attend our exam na- - ' .1:
,Ln
copper mines.
tions, receive our certificates,
:
anrl
.v,
In Nevada the value
en
.
1L!1.
of the producCOUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
mum mat wim mat we nave reacneu mil ia rf tho rionrcatm'ti m i noa ohlnh tion of
J. V. CONWAY,
gold, silver, conoer. 1,1
Who Delivered a Ringing Speech to the Teachers at the Institute Today. the summit, there are other prerequi-- l
to
full
brine back t0
l)romise
reality zinc in 1909 was $30,072,932 an" insites. . like a good character and a'n,lit. I'll! r
,ioam"
crease of $11,254,704. or 60 'mr
ii s. o .11
..i.iii
ucillgciunii
p.easmg disposition, that have a ten- - ot tbe palmy
days of more than a over the
Mr. Conway saying that he Is a hust your county
in
corresponding value in 1908.
a
teacher. If a
qualifying
superintendent, will do dency
of a century ago, when silver
fur"'-sheler in the cause 6f education and vis- their full duty; "it's up to you" to do teacher wishes to give her pupils in- - lUarter
nearly
McPherson
Mr.
brought
wa8 king
total increase and the coin
its the county schools even oftener yours.
struction, it is but natural, that she h..i,
Per
y,eld
nearly j5,5oo,ooo. Silver
than Is required by law. "Mr. Con
There are quite a number of import- receive instruction before she can im-- f rom that camp.
Successor to B. P. Williams
rfiDC aU 8howed '"creases!
it to others.
way has the vigor and vim that makes ant items to be considered
Arsenic.
by persons part is
Thono
for Nevada are given
It
needless to go into a more degood," said the mayor amidst ap contemplating following the teacher's
The only mine in the eastern Unit- - in the following table:
tailed
account
to
as
plause.
what
our
duties
imNow
what
profession.
are the
ed States which has, so far as known,
will be here.
Before closing his speech the mayor portant
Increase
things of the institute? Punc- what we will There's no doubt but mined arsenic ore and produced white
fired a shot at the county roads where
1909.
understand
each
other, arsenic from It is located on the south
over 1908.
tuality, regular attendance, and strict
Gold
there are no sign posts, saying that attention.
and
I
assure you that I
J 16,239,963
Then we must be ever thoroughly,
J4.877.022
slope of Lick Ridge, one of the minor Silver ...
he was out of place as an orator and
5,710,152
to do the work assigned, each have implicit confidence in our in- elevations of the
ready
Moun670,666
Appalachian
I have purchased the entire stock of horses &
Copper . .
that he felt as though he had been on day, by our conductor. Our health structors, and believe that they will
7,536,942
equipment formerly
5,477,902
at Brinton, Va., and is described Iead
the
do
roads
level
satis-i:-- : tains,
their
and
to
did
best
not
..
.
know
and
n
county
-n
T
please
i...
.v.., .a,.
unii!
must also be considered so that we
423,154
118,838
utviicu vj d. r. niiiianisanuj win continue io operate it as a MKSI
by Frank L. Hess, of the United States Zinc ... ."
where he was "at." This raised much can work to
you.
162,721
we
good advantage;
an
,110,276
advance
in
chapSurvey,
Geological
Mrs.
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
Brumbach's Address.
laughter.
must have plenty of rest, exercise,
day or nirht
He then formally welcomed
Mrs. Brumbach
was the fourth' ter on "Rare Metals," from Bulletin
the rood and fresh air. we must be prop
30,072,932
to furnish you with any kind of a rif you may want. I will
11,254,704
teachers to Santa Fe.
The report Is
the teachers on 470, "Contributions to Economic Geolospeaker,
addressing
eny equipped with pencils, note the
prepared by Messrs
1."
1910,
gy,
of
part
reward
merit
and
themes
other
endavor to five prompt and efficient service and trust to merit i;
Mr. Armijo's Address.
McCaskey, Heikes, Yale,
books, text books, and other necessa
The arsenic deposits were found by son, of
Mr. Conway then introduced George nes; lastly our object In attending and arousing their enthusiasm to a
,he United States GeoIogS
our patronage.
:
::
C.
R.
on
and
the
in
::
Brinton
work
1901,
j; W. Armljo, city councilman and pro this institute, should be for higher high pitch. Mayor Seligman declared
bwrvey, and can be obtained
on
of
mine
a plant P .cation to the
her address one of the best he had
the erection
and
bate clerk and said that Mr. Armijo is qualification.
Director of the S "rvey
for making white arsenic was begun at Washington.
a prominent citizen of this county and
Teachers should acquaint them ever heard on such an occasion.
lAT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
in
The
1902.
brick
Berore
tne
March,
to
necessary
institute
down
got
territory and he was sure the teach- selves with our school laws, in order
ers would be glad to hear from him. that they may aid in their enforce- work, it sent greetings to other insti for the building of the plant more HONEY BY THE TON
Phone
Red
tutes
which
Santa Fe, N.M
opened today or are in than 1,250,000 were made and burnMr. Armijo appeared attired in a ment. We have a splendid school at
HONEY BY THE TRAIN
LOAD.
session.
were the institutes of ed, and lumber required was cut and
These
of
suit
brown
tendance
this
law
in
orange
dashing
and al
territory which
The mine is
though he did not wear the sentimen- teachers should aid in enforcing by Bernalillo, Socorro, Valencia, Mora, sawed on the place.
TeX8S June
Chaves, McKinley and San Miguel equipped with a steam hoist, steam thl'?1"';
by
tal rose in his coat lapel the fair young
honey by the car
counties
pump, electric lights, and air drills. Ly the train load, may semload,
teacners musned witn pleasure as they
m-The making of white arsenic began
to satisfy the sweet
gazed on the man who controls the
tooth of
For Violating Hours of Service Law. in January, 1903. In 1910 a company enough
marriage license bureau in this, city,
U. S. District Attorney David J. was
the treasure house of romance. Mr.
organized to manufacture Paris he amount is, It is
shipped from the
Leahy has brought suit at Albuquer Green and other insecticides for which
Armijo, however, failed to seize the
Honey Belt" of Texas by
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
tons, car
que against the Santa Fe System- - for the arsenic produced at the Brinton loads and
to discuss June, the month
opportunity
train loads, rt is the one
''The West Point ot the Southwest"
violation of the federal hours of ser- mine wa3 to be
t
weddings, but delivered more; of a
used, and a plant was natural product of the state
Ranked by United States War Device law, alleging thirty five violations established at
that is
pathetic address throwing a few bou
Norfolk, Va but was perhaps bringing the farmers more
between Albuquerque and Gallup and not
partment as "Distinguished Instituin operation at the time of Mr. clear money than
quets at County School Superintendyet
any other. The
Gallup and Belen. The fine for each Hess' visit.
tion." Army officers detailed by War
N
ent Conway and then expressing his
profits from honey making in the terviolation is $500.
t,,
Department.
"The mine," says Mr. Hess, '"is ritory tributary to Uvalde have ingratification at seeing the SpanishThrough Academic course, preparAmerican teachers represented at the
reached from Christiansburg by a very duced other localities to follow
the
ing young men for college or business
institute. Mr. Armijo congratulated
good mountain road, on which the only honey line for profit and a number
life. Great amount of open air work.
them on their interest in becoming
of
localities
5,Vt
are
are
within
a
mile
of
the
grades
sleep
meeting with excel-len- t
Healthiest location of any Military
well equipped .as teachers and said
success.TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS mine, which is about 2,400 feet above
Saturday, Devine, in
School in the Union. Located In the
this very interest is a good sign of the
sea levels Seenically the country is .Medina county, shipped 4,000
pounds
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
progress or tne age. vvnen Mr. Ar
beautiful, and owing to its altitude It by express direct to St. Louis marwas
he
KIDNEY
concluded
of the West at an elevation of 3700
and
kets. This was the first
BLADDER TROUBLE, is cooler in the summer than lower-lyinmljo
warmly ap
shipment of
feet above sea level, sunshine every
plauded.
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
lands, and several summer resorts tbe year from that locality, but the
Mr. Conway's Address. v.
day, hut little rain or snow during the
honey
growers
say they will have sevKIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION nf h. are located within a few miles of the eral tons
.
season.
County School Superintendent Con
mine.
ready within the next ten
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY j
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,,
way then followed with an address
"The country is well wooded and days. Honey producing has been tried
which he delivered with great enthus
all graduates from standard eastern
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to fields left uncultivated are soon over with more or less success in all parts
iasm and tbat vigor and vim which
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY grown with trees. Wood for fuel and of the south, but at present Texas
merited the compliment ot Mr. Selig
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
mine timber is therefore plentiful and leads, particularly that portion of the
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
man had paid him.
.
Mrs. Nora Brumbach.
In all respects.
state known as the "Honey Belt." It
',
H.
M.
Beatty, Little Rock, Ark., comparatively cheap. Owing to the h. not
i
Mr. Conway said:
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
. . REGENTS
says. "For two years I have been roughness of the country the tillable 500 to uncommon, for farmers to have
Ladies and Gentlemen It is indeed
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice, Pres.
1,000 stands of bees, and under
vio- troubled with severe
and
any
all
promptly
reporting
kidney trouble. fields are small and difficult to culti- ordinary
with a great deal of pleasure and per lations.: If
conditions
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
are derelict in the The pains across my back and over vate. The soil is
these, usually
parents
and
poor
sonal satisfaction that I address this
good crops yield a net profit of 3 per
W M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
stand. J.
of their sacred obliga my hips were so had that
can
performance
be
raised only with the help of A. McFarland. of
as
they
I
alnjost
institute,
do,
feeling
that
the
and W. A. FINLEY,
Uvalde, one of the
tion with regard to school attendance meant death to me at times. I used fertilizers. As a result of
handithese
here
attendance
a
large
today, is posileading business men of that
For particulars and Illustrated cait is not only right, but the several well known
tive assurance that there will be onlv then,
kidney remedies caps and the comparative isolation of the time is not far distant city, says
when
sworn duty of school officer
talogues eddress:
and
which
me
no
gave
the
I
relief
used
until
of
country many
the people are honey crop of that locality will tho
qualified teachers employed In every teachers to intervene.
OOL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
no Foley Kidney Pills, and these 1 can poor and labor la
There's
equal
district in Santa Fe county.. We hope
abundant and low in value the cotton crop.
so small that It can afford tiuthfully recommend as
'
Superintendent
.
they have priced."
uai a sumcient number will qualify community
made me sound and well." Sold by
A copy of the report may be obtain
as teachers, and you can rest assured!
If you want
on earth trj
rtn, ,nd thmby depriv, them of
ail druggists.
ed on application to the Director of e New Mexican anything
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As pointed out before,
Assessor
Henry J. Arnold of Denver, who is
ft A PAUjrt, Presttttrt,
J. B. READ, Cashier,
well known in Santa Fe, is a remarkL. a. nuoHES,
THE NEW r.lLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
HARRY D. M0ULT0N
P. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
THEODORE N. ESPE
able man and is putting the assessPAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
ment system of Denver on an equitaand Superintendent. ble basis, which up to this
Editor and President.
year, it
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurewas declared, was impossible.
On
Saturday he summoned a. number of
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
businessmen to his office and showed
Santa Fe, New Mexico
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50 them that their levies had been nuda
Ttaiiy, six months, by mail
some
that
businessmen
arbitrarily,
GENERAL AGENTS.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
TITE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
Weekly, six months'.";."...'.....
doing an equal amount of business
Dally, per month, by carrier. . . .75
Life Insurance,
Fire Insurance
2.00 with the same capitalization and propyear
Weekly,
per
65
MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Daily, per month, by mail
the asBurglary Insurance,
Surety Bonds,
50 erty, had escaped with
7.00 Week'y, per quarter
Oaily, per year, by mail
sessment levied on other businessmen.
Plate Glass Insurance,
Liability Insurance,
When shown that his concern was asOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Disability Insurance.
Insurance,
Casualty
sessed only $3,000 for 1910, Thomas L.
It is sent to Srearn voluntarily offered to pay
The New Mexican i3 the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
taxes on an additional
valuation of
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
T?t?9.ttCt?.
fcig busiaess im aH Its branches.
$27,000. Imagine any property owner
amonk the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
en the most favorable terms on all kinds ef
JLeans
money
in this part of paradise doing anything tion
increases. It is apparent now,
of this sort.
personal and collateral aecurity. Buys and sells bonds and
even to doubters, that the school is
fUNION'Jtili AOl'l"
stocks in all markets for its customers.
a great factor in the growth and atga
Buys and sells
J
The letter of Superintendent of Pub- tractiveness of this city.
and
MASONIC.
of
makes
exchange
telegraphic transfer
lic Instruction J. E. Clark to the counMontezuma
Lodge
money to all parts of the civilised world on as liberal terms as
not
been
made
a
examiner.
A
mineral
adof
MDAY.
by
ty superintendent
ONE MILLION DOLLARS
No. 1, A. F. & A.
Curry county,
are given by any money transmiting agency public or
One million dollars a day Is the R.v the words, 'where locations
private.
vising him not to ratify any contracts
Regular communiwit'u
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
the administration of the mode by directors of school districts
that will be established fere
cation first Monday
MOY-JtAND METALS.
of each month at
throughout the United States as the national forests, we mean claims with relatives or members of their
per annum, oa six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
at
Standard copper quiet, spot and
Masonic - Hall
expenditure for improving and main- - that are not made in good faith, but households, to teach, do janitor servmade on consignments of livestock-anproducts. The bank
Call
Never before for the purpose of holding up a water ice or furnish supplies, is striking at Sept. 11.8512.05; Silver 53
7.30.
taining public roads.
executes
all orders of its patrons la the banking line, and aims
a
sore
in
the government of money 2
spot
Prime paper 3
in the history of the country has power company, reservoir or other
H. H. DORMAN,
'"
to extend to them a liberal treatment in all respects, as la
there been such interest in the im- - project, or to prevent the legitimate New Mexico thus far. In Pennsylva- 4; Mexican dollars 45; Amalgamated
Master
nia, for instance, no school director or 67
CHAS. E. LINNEt. Secretary.
provement of highways, and with the sale of timber.."
Sugar il9 bid; Atchison 116
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Wherever prospectors have nest- alderman or any other official is per- Great Northern pfd. 135
New York
legislatures of the states appropriat-- i
to
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be
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directly
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indirectly
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Reading
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1, R. A. M. Regular
its greatest impetus since the founda- - nous interference, it were well for the soever. This is a good rule morally, cific 121; Union Pacific 186 ; Steel
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second
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injurious impression
,
tion of the Republic.
pfd. 119.
Monday of each month
with the assurance that his er viewpoint, and a rule which New
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0
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G. W. Bond, a prominent sheen man 'Las. Vegas grant, !
the entire belt
'"V
...
an a,ready late crop later''
and merchant of Boise, Idaho, was in
stream system
thecity yesterday. He formerly lived AppHcation 190 by Fort Sumner and
iouumo T"RrP7oE
.
at Waeon Mound and ivnt tn Foubh.
iT
fecos Lana company ior xi.u s:unu
IS TO GO DEEP.
ola to visit his brother.
;eet for waters of the Pecos river for
H. A. Coomer, the general manager the
1342
acres,
of
approved,
irrigation
President Taft Promises That Commitof the New Mexico Central railroad,
cutting down to 11 second feet and
tee Shall Have All Information
H on his wedding trip.
He quietly with the similar proviso to that
at Hand.
to El Paso, Texa3, and was d under ADolication Xo. 170.
married to Miss Elliott on June 1.
A.
L.
437
No.
Hughes
by
Application
eial
Wre l0 :t!W Mox!can)
Postmaster E.C.Burke has returned 'and G. W. Prichard filed April 11, (By
Washineton D C Tune R Presi
s
' m which he is man- - of the Rio Grande river for
!tlve
near Qf Hardwick, of Georgia, chairman
Upon his return here he received velopment of power' purposes
dal
tJje
committee inves.
the
of his mother's death in the Cochiti pueblo grant, to cost $2ar
tjgating the fiugar trust that a Jn. w IF SO WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU !
WE SELL CHASE AND SANBORN'S
Pa,
was
ittsburg
000
approved.
formation regarding the trust now in
Col. W. S. Hopewell returned from
y
J?'
Application No.
the
of
executive
the
possession
yes erday and left this mant of Santa Fe, filed May 12 1910 partment of the government would De
morning for Albuquerque. The colonel for COO second feet waters of the Rio,
committee.
to return in about a week Grande in the vicinity of Cochit
Hardwick gaid H investlgation
the
development
for
Hopewell and the boys who Pueblo grant,
commU
npeiiu me summer ai Hermosa.
power to COSl J3UU,uuu, rejccicu uu a.- tee, he said intend to probe deeply
and
j count of
Sierra County Advocate.
prior filings by Hughes
into the cash settlement made by the X These goods are used in all the
Harvey Hotels, the Frisco K
The Tribune received yesterday a Prichard for same location and water government with the sugar trust.
of
most
and
the
hotels
in the country. If it
System,
was
V
large
rejected
This
application
letter from John Becker, dated May supply.
PAYS THEM to use this line it certainly will PAY YOU
H
19th. He was at Nice, Italy. He is with the privilege of
The woman of today who has good
enjoying his trip abroad hugely; spent and probable approval in case appllncnaru uu nv health, good temper, good sense,
WE HAVE FRESH CONSIGNMENTS EVERY TEN DAYS
m
tw.o.weeks in Sicily and in the Rivera. cants Hughes anQ
bright eyes and a lovely complexion,
He will visit Switzerland during this comply with the approval of the
and fs expected to return home torial engineer In 'the way of con- - ther esult of correct living and good
'
Istruction work within certain pre- digestion, wins the admiration of the X
early in July. Belen Tribune.
If your digestion is faulty
world.
Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of the scribed periods.
Chamberlains Stomach ana Liver
New Mexico College of Agriculture
Tablets will correct it. For sale by
and Mechanic
who came here Sat-- . DROUTH AND heat
UNFAVORABLE TO CROPS. all dealers.
to
attend
terthe
of
urday
the
meeting
ritorial board of education, left this
moram. for ralifornia wh
,io tam. Wheat Takes Another Upward Sw.ng
and
?.ts and Crn
4
ily will spend the summer. Dr. Garri- Tra,ng Exciting.
4 I
The Pathway to the
son will return to New Mexico shortly
4
after taking his family to the coast,
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PROTECT YOUR EYES!

.

Fe, New Mexico

,

s

Jit this Bealon'

of the yeathe flare' lunWually severe on the eyes,
as is the dust.. Of course, we know that a mere inflammation of the
eyes is not trachoma, a certain doctor of the Indian service notwithstanding. But we must reduce the amount of light that pours

in through the windows and for that purpose we have some very desirable SILK GAUGE 50 INCH WIDE GREEN CURTAINS. Seeing
them Is liking them. We also have some calsomin and paints suited
to decorate the home, Inside and outside. .. Call on us and we will
11
show you our furniture, too.
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Chicago, 111., June 5. Unseasonably
d hot conditions over most of
d
Antu0
" ,ce7Ltodaywinter whpat belt eavon
an upwar(i swing
The official forecast of a
change
week added impetus to the feel- ing. Besides, there was at hand a

however '
Hon. H. O. Bursum
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took place and calmed the
visit Mrs. uartwrlght's
H,
a
to
at 93
Cartwright of this down,ofJuly tostarting
and reacted to 93
gain
Hhis
Mrs.
is
city.
Cartwright's second
visit to Santa Fe having been here a Corn showed strength on account
number of years ago. This is the first of small receipts and complaint of lack
July
time Mrs. Heizer has bm h
.nH of moisture in many districts.
cent higher at 54
she is charmed with the delightful ovenei 8 to
Weather and attractive surroundings t0 55 and r0S t0 55 "8- Trad ln oats was excited. An ot
of Santa Fe. She is accompanied bv
her pretty little' daughter Helen who ficlal statement that the Missouri crop
had fallen 27 points under last month
claims seven years of age. i
4
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Byers, of Den-- ' formed the chief re?80n- - JuIy 8tarted
?
fI"
S7"3'8
to
38
at
3"8
1
and
cent
t0
up
of Mr. and Mrs C E.
ver,
37 .,5-Reliable"
at
steadied
. Provisions
"Always
naUy
few
Linney, during, past
days, vand
aYld hossFim
greatly enjoyed their visit and were cllmbd with grain!
DRUGGISTS
P'
much interested in the many points SaIes were 5 t0 15 ?enU up wlth
of historic interest In the city and tember delivery $14.35 for, pork, $8.22
Phone 161- -Nif
vicinity. The Sena drive and a day j1"2 for lard, and $7S0 for ribs,
hi Phone Red 58
spent up in Els- Canyon Grande; After a fresh advance, the market
or the Tesuque canyon will be recalled receded on account oi suspicion; that
with pleasure many times in the fu-- ! the big ones were unloading. The close
ture, for the scenery is simply superb'. was easy with July at Saturday's clos-MByers is a representative of Car- - ing mark. Corn closed easy with July
;
lower.
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
ter, nice and Carpenter Paper Com- pany, of Denver, and this was his first
Reaction on Wall Street.
y
visit to "Santa Fe and it is needless to New York, N. Y June 5. The
SIGN WRITING
that it will not be his last. He mand for stocks Was lessened today
kodakeds many of the points of inter, and the market exhibited a slightly
First Class Work Guaranteed
vest.
reactionarv tendency.' There was con- '
siderable profit taking, but after the
Middle Aged and Elderly People,
in prices the market
first
Use Foley Kidney Pills for quick and maHp some recovery.
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
Consolidated
permanent results in all cases of kid-- 1 Gas went up 2
nd. Electric stocks
309 San Francisco
ney ana Diaaaer irouDies, and for and some of the minor
j
Street
painiul ana annoying irregularities shares were taken at rising prices.
For sale by all druggists.
Brooklyn Union Gas, Westinghouse
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gists themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufacturer for the quality
of chemicals dispensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.
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he expects an increase of about 75 per
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Electric Irons That Stay Hot'

Water Heaters and Percolaters

Santa Fe Water and Light Company
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Will Giva (Admission of Two

NEW MEXICO.

Territories Their Careful
Consideration

(Read Up)

1910
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In effect Sept, 1st

(Read Down)

of certain bureaus in the
War Department, a task which requires the greatest diplomacy, as it is
inevitable that in every consolidation'
somebody must lose position or Influence.
But the Chief of Staff is
working along fixed lines and he is
sanguine that the results will work
to the benefit of the country.
Little Opposition to Statehood.
'
Washington, June 5 There is little
or no opposition to the admission of
.New Mexico as a State in the Union
The division
among the Senators.
o opinion is on Arizona, and that
mostly on the recall of the judges.
Senator Penrose says he will give the
admission of New Mexico and Arizona
careful consideration when the question is presented.
Senator Burton,
of Ohio: "My present predilections
are in favor of admitting Arizona, but
do not care to definitely, commit myself until I have given careful investigations to the conditions." Sen
ator McLean, Connecticut, member of
the Committee on Territories, says:
''Shall give the matter of Arizona's
consideraclaims my most careful
tion."
Senator Bristow, Kansas,
member of the Committee on Territories, "As to statehood forArizona.it
will be given my careful consideration." Senator Burnham, New Hampshire, member of the Committee on
Territories: "I can only say at this
time that hearings are expected to be

5, 1911.

solidation
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Hotel Arrivals.

W. H. ANDREWS FOB SENATOR

General Leonard Wood, Friend
of New Mexico, Is Making
Good.

10 16
9 49

Palace.
48
Sl'ieston
Charles A.
8 07
V. L. Griffin, Clovis;
Koehler Junction.
55
3 45
AIL
Cu!p, Los Angeles; C. M. Light, Sil9 05
... .Koehler..
3 35
ver City; Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Bryant.
8 20
lUolfax
68
4 15
8 02
76
Cerrososo
4 43
Albuquerque; H. D. Tompkins, Kansas
7 46
Lv
82
Ar
Cimarron
5 00
City; H. L. Howard, El Paso; Miss M.
6
35
m
a
Ar
Lv
6 lfl
(Jlmarron
Mar6 27
S Hurst, Westboro, Mo.; Mrs.
l"i
Nash
5 18
6 17
Harlan
5 2S
.)
and
Mr.
La
Mesa;
McKensie,
garet
00
M...Lv
6
94
Ute Park, N.
6 45
Ar
pm
pm
R. V. Luce, Denver; Mrs. M. L. Lange,
Wagon Mound; G. W. Bond, Boise,
ilOonnects at Oolfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train both North'and'Soutb.3
Idaho; Mr. and Mrs. Zaearias Padilla,
SStage (or Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.I
R. C. Bacon, Mr. and
San
at 9;00 a. m. dally excep Mrs. Rafael;
Stage leaves Ute Parte. N, M., for Klizabethtown, K.
J. B. Hayward, George W. Armi-jo- ,
und&ys. Fare fc uu one way S3.50 round trip: fifty pound boggae carried free.
Miss E. Manderfield, C. A. Bishop,
O. AS. train laavos Des Mclnes, iff, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrive! from the
T. V. Espe, Leo Hersch, Dr. and Mrs.
th at 4:38 a. m.
S. G. Small, Mrs. W. O. Connor, Mrs.
John Y. Zook, all of Santa Fe.
C. G. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M..
Superintendent.
Montezuma.
Mary S. Hurst, Westboro, Mo.; Mrs.
Margaret McKenna, La Mesa; F. S.
Hollington, El Paso; R. G. Cobett,
Gerson Gersdorf, Taos; J. H.
Herzstein, Albuquerque; M. W. Patsch
St. Joseph, Mo.; A. P. Towne and family. J. C. Ross, Colorado Springs; D. S.
Jones, Los Cerrillos; M. Angstein,
To El Paso, Bisbee, Oougim
Pl-ft- m
Berlin; O. H. Wagner, Wichita; Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Kelley, Espanola; J. W.
Muckley, Los Angeles; John B. Gill,
ice, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Edward XJlibarri, Estan- Washington;
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
cia; AV. R. Murdock, Denver; Mr. and
Mrs. A. Porter, Hodges; E. M. Schnor,
B. F. Croswell, Albuquerque; Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo

i

Honored by Women

SB!!

when a woman speaks of her
silent secret suffering she
trusts you. Millions have bestowed this mark of confidence on Dr. R. V. Pierce,
cf Buffalo, N. Y.
Every-wher- e
there are women who
bear witness to the wonderof Dr.
working, curing-powPierce's Favorite Prescription
which saves the suffering sex
from pain, and successfully
grapples with woman's weak
nesses and stubborn ills.

IT MAKES WEAK WOJTEN STRONG
IT flAKES SICK WOMEN WELL.
No woman's appeal was ever misdirected or her

misplaced when she wrote for advice, to
?.LD
Dl,raAV MBDICAL ASSOCIATION, Dr.
R. V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Ptem'M Pleaunt PtltetM Indue mild nitur.1 bowel mov.me.rt
one m dmy.

Washington, D. C June 5 A
glance at the new edition of the Congressional directory, recently issued,,
discloses that the members of ConINSPECTION OF GUADALUPE
gress from Pennsylvania have been
RIVER COMPLETED
HERE AND THERE AND YONDER
very modest and moderate in the preparation of their biographical sketVictoria, Texas, June 5. Major G.
ches contained in the book.
Very
P. Howell of Galveston, has
just combeto
lay
frequently the temptation
The Columbian hotel at Taos, un pleted an inspection of the Guadalupe
account
fore the public an amplified
der the management of the owner, river from Victoria to Tivoll, with refof the accomplishment of their lives
erence to the proposed installation of
Mrs. Pooler, is more popular thanj locks and
causes members to set down in detail
dams in the stream which Is
ever. Everything is up to date. Noth-- j
the things they have done and the
being surveyed now with that purpose
old
with
won
fashioned
honors they have
ing
together
except the ringing in view. The trip was made in a
of a bell announcing meals but even steamboat
a recital of virtues and qualities
owned
the Victoria Navwhich make the reading of them quite held before the Senate Committee on that doesn't seem out of date in Taos. igation Company, by
and Major Howell
conshall
every
I
and
But
Territories
the
give
Pennsylvanians
amusing.
was accompanied by a number of
F. M. Deal of Ancho, is a merchant
have not yielded to any such tempta- sideration to this important subject.
business men of
prominent
themcourse.
of
"The
Senator Smoot, Utah:
question
It Is said that he claims Just now navigation of inland Victoria.
tion, and they have contented
streams
selves with giving only material facts of the admission of Arizona as a state F. M." stands for "Fair Methods."
in Texas, is urged with much dilisuch as the public might wish to on condition that the recall of the
gence and deep interest Is taken In
know of them.
Three murder cases were disposed the movement.
judiciary be again submitted to the
It is- claimed that the
ASK
TICKETS
at
or
for
in
of
Taos
ratification
the first week of the last
rejection
Senators Penrose and Oliver set people
can be made navigable at
Guadalupe
have
my terra of court. This beats the record. a small cost, when
the example, the former's biography the first state election, shall
YOUR FREIGHT
compared with the
War- Not more than five murder cases in
taking up but 13 lines and the latter's careful consideration." Senator
advantages derived, for a distance of
the
of
The
two
weeks
or
in
have
ten'
four
weeks
equestion
Wyoming
contrast
a
but. IS.
This is auite
toiren,
300 miles. As it is today, small steamthe account of his life furnished the j admission of Arizona as a state will ever been tried during any previous ers ply the stream and do an immense
Sen
term.
rnmniler of the Directory of Senator i have my careful consideration.
lecal business. All railroads crossing
ine
rfn Pnnt nf Delaware, ator uuggenneim,
(joioraao:
Hmht
the Guadalupe are equipped with draw
The big Tierra 'Amarilla (Catron)
who is unable to condense his story matter of the admission of Arizona
bridges so that, boats can pass with
when
a
Union
as
prestate
the
in
will,
SenaOther
to less than 57 lines.
land grant is being sold in ten acre little trouble. Major Howell recomconsidera
careful
have
my
tors take up the greater part of a denjted!
tracts; price $25 per acre, water mends the improvement of the stream
Senator Page, of Vermont: rights, guaranteed.
The soil is the in that section recently examined.
page each to tell about themselves. tion."
THE
EAST
The longest biography among the "As to the admission of Arizona,
blackest in New Mexico, and, its boomas to my ers say, the richest.
Coronado.
Pennsylvania members of the House feel somewhat uncertain
Suit for Divorce.
with reference to voting for ad
Deardoff
duty
of
MeCreary
Onofre
that
George
Guillar,
Alcalde;
Epimenio
In
court for Socorro
the
district
for
the
of
mission
because
provision
New Mexico has a rather prominent
Pablo ' Quintana, of Philadelphia, which takes up 25
Valdez, Tucson;
OR
BEST
county, Ira D. Spidell has filed suit
recall of the judiciary, which I most lawyer who chews gum
MiJohn
of
is
that
The
smallest
lines.
continuously
Taos; Cosme Herrera, Pojoaque;
disapprove. I will try to lis- while handling cases in court. He for divorce against Blanche Spidell.
guel Santana, Alamosa; W. C. Smith, Geiser McHenry of the Sixteenth dis heartily
un
will
to
which
ten
the
discussion
D. Craft, Montoya.trict, which uses only twenty words,
says a few words in U. S., then chews
doubtedly be had with reference to while the interpreter
In fact,
including his name.
Spanishizes
ROUTE
advised
WEST,
act
sketch comes very close to Arizona's admission, then
them for the jury. Pleading in a court
Senator Dillingham, Vermont, where no "interrupter" is required
being the briefest in the directory but ly."
GLEANINGS BY A RUSTY PEN
he is beaten by two men. Macon of member of the Committee on Terri- would not be in conformity to his
tories: "The question of the admission chewing.
Arkansas uses only 17 words and
of New York comes second with of Arizona will be before the Com
(By J. W. R.)
For rates and fuH information address
The average for the Penn- mittee on Territories and will have
18 words.
Cavender, Cannon & Co., Clovis,
Shocking!
Senator Gam- Curry county, carry cigars, cigarettes,
is 13 lines, which my careful attention."
members
little
a
had
Rag,
sylvania
Gloomy
& p. Agent.
EUGENE FOX, Q- -E!f- -Paso
ii quite modest as compared with the ble. South Dakota: "The admissioncare-of (coffinnails) cheroots, claret, catawba,
its news were, O! so stale,
Texas.
cognac, cocktails and all cinds of can
space taken up by members from Arizona as a state will have my
was
sent,
And every place that it
5, 6, & 10
22,
Candler of Mississippi ful consideration. Having lived under teen, cask and carousal commodities
other states.
The man refused his maiU
and Baker of California each require territorial conditions for many years
?,8 lines to tell about themselves and I appreciate the great importance of
'
No, sonny, there is nothing in the tflC 1A San Diego or
It followed him to work one day
others run close to that space. Judge statehood in promoting the material rumor that either Halley's comet or
The route he cannot tell.
Los Angeles
anx
am
and
of
the
people,
the celebrated Taos Indian war of 1910
O'Gorman, the new Senator from New
But when his eyes beheld that sheet,
f
ious to do what I properly can to caused an Increase in the number of
take's only six and)
YiotW,
."
M C 1A San Francisco
The man he said "O!
lines to outline his biography though facilitate the early admission of the murders in Taos county. There has
And More to Come.
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states.
or Oakland
last
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for
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been
he has
public
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perceptible augmentation.
We don't like the 3neaky way Cupid
And his colleague, Elihu Root, stitution, looking to the recall of the The average has been about the same
years.
VIA
is working here in Santa Fe; doesn't who is one of the most
prominent judiciary, I am free to state, does not during the past three hundred years. Going and returning via direct lines,
give us time to hunt up our old shoes men in the country, requires but' 14 meet my approval." Senator Perkins,
CEE AA Portland and return
few lines.
and supply ourselves with a
The study of these sketches California: "Relative to the admission
Saloons are said to be of three dif
via direct lines,
pounds of rice..
shows some very interesting facts of Arizona as a state, I hope to see ferent styles: The style licensed by pJfJ.UU
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Jealous.
statehood
with
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make
who
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some towns is the vicious, low down,
about the
up Congress,
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(Scenic Line of the World)
style;
San Francisco
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Down
isn't so great after all.
vanity and egotism which they would strength for her people. The sugges- towns license the middle class, idler
of the clause and loafer rendezvous
tion of the
surgents yet, Uncle?
be slow to admit.
style, others
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The House having passed the reso- relating to the recall of the judiciary
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from
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some
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,
people
probably
Modesty
tors claim to be angelic where there
lution admitting to statehood the TerSouth
matter."
Senator Crawford,
looking at the naked truth. Albuquerare pictures on the walls of angels Illustrated Literature by
TO- ritories of New Mexico and Arizona,
que Journal. But not woman from
minus wings and clothes; where the
the chances for the admission of Dakota: "In regard to the admission
Applying to
I am in
her bare tongue.
these new states are increased. And ot the last two territories, both
susceptible youth is educated and
New
of
admission
of
favor
the
Revised.
85.35
coached for entrance into and conge$ 60.35
Shakespeare
that means that the probability of
City $
H. S. Lutz, Agent,
am nial
William H. Andrews,
formerly of Mexico and Arizona, and while toI
compansionship with the other
Fergusson has returned
apmuch
opposed
two styles. Other towns license all
and is holding revival meetings in Pennsylvania, but for eight years past personally very
$ 50.35
$ 16.35
Santa Fe, N. M.
"A Bulgin has come to a pioneer of New Mexico, becoming a plying the recall to judges, I am dis- three styles, while still others license
Albuquerque.
Arizona
of
to
the
allow
people
posed
no
a
Senate
member of the United States
styles at all. Perhaps each and all
Bulgin!"
Colo.
Louis $ 44.35 judgment! you, the
$ 18.15
themCase.
is proportionately increased. For it to settle that question for
styles may be represented by names.
Usually
selves."Senator
Washington,
Jones,
For instances, Clovis has a saloon
girl who says that she wouldn't is pretty generally admitted that when "With reference to
$ 50.35 The
proposed action keeper named Savage, Las Vegas has
marry the best man living, probably Xew Mexico comes into the Union of
Congress to admit Arizona as a one named Idler, and Vaughn one
Andrews will be one of the first Sencouldn't get any but a dead one.
ators from the new state, and his state on condition that the provision named Angel but what's in a name?
Collect, of Course.
of the recall of the judiciary be again
TOURIST
A man in England cabled the girl of friends will be glad to see him land
submitted to the people for ratifica- A
his
of
who
because
lives
)
in
honor
perseverance
the
Tome,
would
in
if
youthlet
America
she
his
choice
tion or rejection at the first state Went out on the mesa
Correspondinly Low Rates to All Other Points
tople,
marry him. Of course, the ninny had and energy In the cause of
election and urge that such action be
But a billy goat near
to answer:
"This is so sudden."
On Sale Daily
taken."
Took aim at his rear,
Of course, there is always the pos
For Appearance's Sake, Only.
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911
And he stands at his dinner tode.
sibility of someone getting in ahead BETTER
New Mexico's Democracy:
(Aloud)
1
MORE
COTTON,
ROADS,
down
known
June to September 30, Limit October 31
that
well
is
him
it
and
of
From
"Any editor that says Mr. Fergusson
HOPE OF TEXAS FARMER. AMERICAN-MEXICA"
COMMISSION
in the territory are a number of genlies is one himself."
Ticliet8 and Reservations at
a
and
G
accounts
bank
Fe, N. M.
k J,i, :jtit.
READY TO REPORT.
tlemen with big
(Aside)
"Shake; fellows, shake!"
Sen5. With the
to
come
the
June
to
ambition
Austin,
Texas,
To
yearning
Or Go to Mexico.
New Mexican Building or Union Depot
San Antonio, Texas, June 5. The
But Andrews, who was- known cotton area throughout the entire
Theodore Roosevelt gets more publici- ate.'
and Mexican commission
among his political intimates in Penn- state of Texas more than four per cent American
ty .when he's away keeping quiet than
no novice at the
which started last December to exambefore the Territorial Supreme Court. when he's in America handing out sylvania as "Bull," is
and
was
the
last year
than it
ine the Rio Grande river for the purgame and the odds are in his favor. greater
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
OfPce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M. lemons and uncalled for advice. Lou As
lieutenant for many condition of the crop 92, compared pose of determining a basis for a new
chief
Quay's
must do something, quick, Teddy, even
he learned how to play practical with 90 one year ago, farmers are treaty will be ready to make its reif its just "Hunting Kyotees in New years
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
politics, and the fact that he had looking forward to an era of prosperi- port by the middle of June. The exMexico."
Attorneys-at-Lascarcely become settled in New Mex ty greater than has been experienced amination has been conducted from
We Aren't Dead Yet.
Practice in Ue Distri t Court ai
ico when he was elected to the Terri- in this state for ten years. The crop the mouth of the stream to old Fort
PAUL A. F. WALTER
well as before the Supreme Court of The "gleanings" of bright new scissors torial Council and afterwards as a last year, although scant In many lo Quitman 125 miles below EI Paso.
Attorney-at-Laare far preferable to the emanations
Delegate to Congress, shows that the calities, returned several hundred mil Heretofore, this boundary river has
New Mexloe the territory.
Santa Fe,
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. from a "rusty pen." Raton Range.
lessons he learned under Quay have lion dollars to the farmers of the been governed by a treaty which re
That's all right, Gloomy, we aren't stood him in good stead.
state. It was this handsome return serves it for navigation purposes, and
WILLIAM McKEAN
pleasing every cock in the barnyard.
PROBERT 6 COMPANY
from the Southwest are to that started so many Improvements in at one time many boats carried on
Reports
Attorney-at-LaTalk is cheap, but even if we are ego- the effect that Delegate Andrews has the rural districts, including good trade from Laredo to the Gulf. In re
Investments
Mining and Land Law.
tistical we've got a brighter view of matters all fixed to change his title roads, better homes, and preparations cent years, however, navigation ceasLai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
New Mexico.
Taos,
life than has the Rag.
He was a state for a wider agricultural area. Antici ed entirely. Three or four years ago
to Senator Andrews.
Money Loaned for Investors
Senator up in Pennsylvania and It he pating profits from this year's effort. irrigation projects both on the Amer
We have for sale general stocks of
C. W. G. WARD
Big Land Deal.
lands a seat in the upper branch of almost every rural community is pre ican and Mexican sides ot the river
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
Territorial District Attorn y
The Pecos Valley Investment com- - the National Legislature It will be the paring to vote bonds or planning direct began to draw on the stream for wa
and other Business
Opportunities
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
taxation for road purposes. This ter. The discovery that the river is
the South capsheaf to his political career.
piiny has bought from
Taos county.
COLORADO
New Mexico. throughout
Las Vegas,
General Leonard Wood.
Springs Ranch and Cattle company,
phase of prosperous conditions is par more useful for irrigation purposes Denver
Bank References Furnished
$21.10
acres adjoining the improved
movesections
than
for
In
those
;,000
The
marked
ground
the
started
is
ticularly
navigation
gaining
impression
Colorado Springs ,
New Mexico.
Taos,
18.15
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of
the
General
Chas. R. Easley.
to
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where
cotton
secure
on
that
is
the
Chas. F. Easley.
crop.
in
data
which
pojrtion
principal
Hagerman fartn in here
Wasnmgron
Pueblo J
16.35
new
when
a
Chaves
&
of
the farmer put the situation briefly
This in addition to Leonard Wood, chief of staff
EASLEY
EASLEY.
county.
treaty abrogating the old navi
Low rates to many other principal
DR. C. M. RILEY,
1,000 acres already 'held by the com Army, Is making good.
When he was he said: "More cotton and better gation' lights.
,i..v.5.;,..i:......
Attorneys at Law.
points in the United States, Canada
and
Physician
Veterinary
Surgeon.
Practice in the courts and before Graduate of
pany, will be colonized in small promoted and given desirable com- roads constitute the hope of the Texand Mexico.
McKillep's
Veterinary tracts.
Land Department.
mands by President Roosevelt there as farmer."
'
Liberal stop-ove-r
of Chicago.
PILLS
College
CHICHESTER
privileges.
his
declared
and
examined.
who
Land grants
were many people
titles
DBAND.
a
of All Kinds Solicited.
t
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
Work
to
MAIL
STAY
the
CLERKS MUST
lAdletl ask J
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estanadvancement was due solely
For further particulars see any
Dentistry a Specialty
OUT OF PROHIBITION FIGHT.
fact that he was a personal Intimate
fins I
,
cia, N. M.
boxek.
Santa Fe agent,
Office: East side of plaza, corner
1 k
friend of Roosevelt.
But now that
aT Teal
sifter.
Hot
llravnl.- - Ag.brn.fliri.firiVa.1
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Fort Worth, Texas, June 5. That
E. C. ABBOTT
he has been placed in a position reIMAMONIt llRANIt rllXft, 'r tft
known u Best, Snfeit, Always Reliable
Phone
Red 138.
item
Santa Fe, N. M.
AR
Attorney-at-Laquiring the greatest executive ability mall clerks must stay out of politics,
if SOU BY WtWiGISTS EVERYWHEBti
and has demonstrated that he is capa local, 8tate,and national, was emphaPractice in the District and Su
KARL FLEISCHER
FOR ALL COUGHS Af D COLDS
more about sized
ble we hear nothing
preme Courts.. Pronipt and careful
yesterday when Superintendent
Artis
to
all
business.
attention given
Sam Gaines, of the railway mail serFor bronchitis, hoarseness and favoritism.
134 Calle de Vargas
of
that
is
General
Woods
theory
AUTO CO.,
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
vice for the 11th district, comprising
N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M. tickling in the throat. Especially Roosevelt's.
He says we should be the states of
and
Oklahoma,
recommended for children and
Texas,
and
for vwr 'at all times
HARRY 0. MOULTON
F. S. Rexford, 615 New York Life delicate persons. No opiates. A should look to our fighting efficiency Arkansas, issued an order concernnot
a
narcotic. The as a guarantee of peace. '.'We have ing political activity among the clerks. Carrying the u. 8. mail and pasBldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had medicine,
Baggage, allowance 100 lbs.
to
a severe attack of a cold which set- Bee Hive on the carton is the had wars in the past and we know Superintendent Gaines called atten- sengers between Vaughn, N. at, and each
Attorney-at-Laexcess
emregular
tion
to
ticket,
rule
the
baggage
forbidding postal
tled in my back and kidneys and 1 mark of the genuine.
Refuse we will have wars in the future," he
and Ro swell, N. M., connecting with th at the rats of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
was in great pain from my trouble, substitutes.
said In discussing army topics recent- ployes participating In politics,
IsWe are equipped to carry any kind
the great El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock
A friend recommended Foley Kidney
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis.. ly.
"This is not jingoism; it is only says it applies not only to
a
Santa Fe, N. M.
of the United States, but also land Railroads and the Atchison,
Pills and I used two bottles of them says Foley's Honey and Tar is still sound sense."
or trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
And he is going ahead parties
'
8anta Fe Railroad.
affects the question of
and they have done me a world of more than the best. He writes us, upon that theory.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar- Special rates are given tor excurwarns.
and
all
Prohibition.
He
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
"All
those
that
think
For
the
that
it
is
is
all
bought
idea
sale
General
it
It
Wood's
good."
by
druggists.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
the best for coughs and colds they National Guard should be brought up clerks to be governed strictly by the rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
sions,, for eight or more passengers.
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a. m, ar- For
ever had and I think it is still more to a high standard and made an ad- rule1 during the "wet" and "dry" camfurther Information, write the
Three
Remerber
thousand feet of
G. W. PRICHARD
than, the best. Our baby had a bad junct to the standing army of the paign in this state. Gaines declares rive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
Roswell
Auto Co.. Roswell, N. M.
will
be
shown
;
fight
Law
at
pictures
Counsellor
tonight cold and it cured him in ene day. country, and he is
Attorney and
doing everything clerks are employed for service to
Practice in all the District Court at the Elks'. Show starts at 8 p. m. Please accept thanks." Sold by all in his power to bring this about. He the whole people and .not for politiand Elves special attention to cases I rices 13c and 25c.
druggists.
is also working to accomplish the con- - cal purposes.
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were returned as 851, giving a total
RICO. increase of 2,916.
Acreage Group Proportions.
Its Values $30,000,000 Less Than Those Of the whole number of farms those
of 19 acres and under formed 72 per
of New Mexico. But 23,000 Farms
cent in 1910 and 87.8 per cent in 1899;
More Than this Territory.
those of
acres, 15.2 per cent in
Washington, D. C, June 5 Acting 1910 and 7.5 per cent In 1899; those
Census Director Faulkner issued to- of
acres, 6.4 per cent in 1910
day the first official statement from and 2.5 per cent in 1899; those of
the Census 'Bureau relative to the
9
acres, 3 per cent, those of
agricultural statistics of Porto Rico acres, 2. 6 per cent, those of
collected at the Thirteenth Decennial acres, 0.6 per cent, and those of 1,000
United States Census, April 15, 1910. acres and over, 0.4 per cent in 1910.
It Is based on a summary submitted the four groups forming 2.2 per cent
to the Acting Director by Drl Le of the total number of farms in 1899
Grand Powers, chief statistician' of and 6.5 per cent in 1910.
the division of agriculture in the Bureau of the Census.
This summary CARLSBAD WILL OBSERVE
POST CARD DAY.
shows, for the census of 1910, the reported to(al value of farm land,
buildings and implements and ma- Special Editions of Both Newspapers
chinery; total acreage; improved
Early Peaches on the Market
acreage; average acres per farm;
Postal Savings Bank.
average value per acre of farm land
and buildings; average value of farm
Carlsbad, N. M., June 5. The Comland alone; and the aggregate ex- mercial Club has already taken steps
penditure for labor and fertilizers. It to carry into effect "The Call of New
also distributes the total number of Mexico" June 22d as set out in the
farms according to color of farmer; proclamation of the Governor, W. J.
specified character of tenure; whether Mills. A set of new postal card views
held free or mortgaged by owners; had just been prepared and the club
and by certain acreage groups. The has ordered several thousand of these
figures are subject to revision later, to be distributed among the people
but these additions will not, in all e to send to their friends out of
the the territory. It has also been arrangprobability,
modify any of
amounts or rates contained In the ed that the two newspapers, the Arpresent statement.
gus and the Current shall issue speThe census of agriculture was taken cial editions for the occasion. The
primarily for the purpose of obtaining Current has had a special edition in
an accurate Inventory of all classes preparation for some time and this
of farm property existing on April will issue at this time. The Argus
15, 1910; a complex exhibit of farm has also made arrangements for a fine
operations during the year ended De- extra edition. The people of the Carlscember 31, 1909; and a statement of bad Project are enthusiastic over the
the number and value of domestic ani- idea and have already ordered liberal
mals In cities and villages on April supplies of postal cards and other
15, 1910.
printed matter to be sent away on
A few comparisons are offered by this day.
The early peach is already on the
the figures for 1899 when a special
census of agriculture on the island local market and from this on peaches
was taken under the direction of the will be in season till in September.
The commercial peach will come durWar Department.
Statements relative to the acreage ing July. The peach growers are now
and yield of crops and the1 domestic making preparation for handling the
animals of Porto Rico will be issued crop to the best advantage. Supplies
as soon as the tabulation of this data like boxes, wrappers, etc., have alhas been completed.
ready been contracted for. P. G.
The Rate of Increase and Decrease. Tracy reports that the arrangements
It Is pointed out in the statement for handling the fruit this season are
today that the principal rate of In- better than any time previously. One
crease in Porto Rico in 1910 as against of the largest and most efficient com1S99, among the items for which per mission houses in the United States
centages are given in the first section will market the Carlsbad peach this
of the summary are: In the total im- year.
Postmaster John T. Bolton has just
proved farm acreage, 228.5 per cent;
in the whole number of farms, 49.6 been officially notified by the postof- per cent; in the total farm acreage, fice department that a postal savings
18.6 per cent.
bank will be established here June
The only decrease during the period 26th. The local depository has not
1899 to 1910 among the items for been designated, but it is likely that
which percentages are given occurred both national banks will carry the sav
in the average acres per farm, 20 per ings deposit.
Fifty per cent of the
cent.
deposits must be carried in local de
The statement shows in detail that positories.
the number of farms reported In 1910
Judge J. D. Walker has had an un
was 58,371, as compared with 39,021 usual busy week in his court Be
in 1899, an increase of 19,350, or 49.6 sides the plain drunks and disorder
lies that is with the court always, he
per cent.
The total acreage reported in 1910 has had several important cases.
was 2,085,000 acres, as compared with Clye Blodsoe a farm hand was ar
0 rested for stealing
a motorcycle and
1,758,000 in 1899, an increase of
some money. He was found guilty of
acres, or 18.6 per cent.
The improved acreage was return- larceny, $13.95, and sentenced to jail
ed in 1910 as amounting to 1,570,000 for ninety days. He was bound over
acres, as against 478,000 in 1899, an to the grand jury on the other charge.
increase of 14)92,000 acres, or 228.5 Clarence Moore, colored, was given
thirty days and fined $20 for disturb
per cent.
The improved acreage formed 75.3 ing the peace. Enrique Torres, chargper cent of the total acreage in 1910 ed with breaking into a saloon at Dayton was bound over to the grand jury.
and 27.2 per cent in 1899.
The average acre per farm reported Claude Bertrong was bound over on
in 1910 was 36, as against 45 in 1899, a sheep stealing charge.
a decrease of 9 acres, or 20 per cent.
The time for filing application for
Color- of Farmers.
water for dry lands under the Carls
Over
Of the whole number, 58,371i of bad project expired Wednesday.
farms reported in 1910, there were 10,000 acres were applied for to Pecos
and the
44,521, or 7G.3 per cent, operated by Water Users' Association
white farmers, and 13,850, or 23.7 per money to cover the cost of the investi
cent, by negro and other nonwhite gation by government engineers defarmers. The special census of 1899 posited by the applicants. It is like
reported 29,458 farms conducted' by ly that the investigation will begin in
white farmers, 9,124 by negroes and the near future. The largest acreage
other nonwhltes, and 439 by farmers applied for was by the homesteaders
of unreported color. The whites con- and land owners above the south
stituted 76.4 per cent of those of reported color, and the negroes and
other nonwhltes 23.6 per cent, the proEDITORIAL
FLASHES
portion of the two colors being substantially the same as 11 years later.
Distribution of Farms by Tenure.
The total number of farms operated
A Good Trade.
ty the "all owners" class was 46,779, Wyoming wishes to trade us some
and constituted 80.1 per cent of the elk for quail,
Sure thing, weHl
whole number of farms in 1910; those trade 'em head for head and no boot
Our
operated by the "all tenants" class asked, or most any old way.
were 10,389, or 17.8 per cent, and those elk pasture is going to seed and
conducted by managers were 1,203, we've more quail than we need in
or 2.1 per cent. The report of the our business.
We want elk; we'd
War Department for 1899 shows
even trade our statehood chances for
rentwhite owners and 1,841 white
elk. Raton Range.
ers; 8,555 colored owners, 569 colored
renters and 439 for whom no definite
Gloomy Gus.
tenure report was secured.
Frank Clancy used up another col
of
farms
Of the total number, 46,779,
umn !of newspaper space to show
operated in 1910 by the "all owners" how it is that the Congress can not
classi there were 44,398, or 94.9 per give us statehood unless the Pre-- i
cent, reported as "owned free from dent also signs the bill. Well, who's
mortAGRICULTURAL

CENSUS
OF PORTO

20-4- 9

50-9- 9

100-17- 4

175-49-

500-99- 9

b;-r-

327,-00-

assured. President Franklin
says
this new link in the road will be completed and in operation by August 1.
The line of which this will be a part
was built last year and has been taxed with tonnage beyond its capacity
from the first day a train was put
in operation. It is said by those familiar with railroads in this country
that this is the first instance when
a new road could not carry the tonnage offered.
Rapid settlement in
the "Artesian Belt" is the cause of
this unusual condition. Shortly after
the road was put in operation many
solid trains of farming utensils and
household goods were carried and solid passenger trains consisting of ten
coaches, all loaded with emigrants,
were operated over the line.
ALBUQUERQUE

FANS WON
AN EASY VICTORY.

Defeated Santa Fe By Score of 11 to
4 in Duke City Yesterday-M- any

Errors.

Although armed with two superb
pitchers, "Doc" McCarthy and "Eddie" Safford, Santa Fe went down to
inglorious defeat before the Duke
City fans yesterday afternoon at Albuquerque, the score being Albuquerque 11, Santa Fe, 4.
Heavy slugging by the Duke City
players and many and costly errors on
the part of the Santa Feans told the
story.
The Journal today says "Doc" Mc
all right
Carthy was a phenomenon
but his arm was out of commission. It
states that the game was characteriz
ed by loose playing and was town
ball rather than baseball.
STATUE TO BROTHER
BOTULPH IS PLACED.
The work of placing the statue to
Brother Botulph on its pedestal in
front of St. Michael's College, is completed. At a meeting of the Alumni
Association yesterday, a warrant of
$200 was ordered drawn to pay for
this work and also $6 to the New Mexican Printing company. Something
like $50 more must be raised by subscription. An immediate deficit of
$23.35 was made up for the present by
Frank Delgado. The Btatue will be
dedicated on June 22, Commencement
Day.

The following additional contributions have been received: Hilarlo A.
Delgado, $3.00; Tomas Gonzales, $5.00;
Daniel C. Ortiz, $1.00; Pedro Sandoval,
$1.00: Manuel Padillo, $1.00; J. S. Garcia, 50 cents; Louis Moya, Jr., $1.00;
James A. Catanach, $1,00; Evaristo
Lucero, $2.00.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

Sealed proposals will be received
by the County Commissioners of Santa Fe County. New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
1st day of July, 1911, for furnishing
all material and constructing three
bridges in said county, located as fol-

lows:
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
on Canon Road within the limits of
the City of Santa Fe.
One bridge over the Galisteo river
near the town of Galisteo.
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
near the town of Los Cerrillos.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with the plans and specifications now
on file in the office of the County
Clerk at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
where they may be seen and examin
ed and copies procured.
Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified checK in the sum of 10 per
cent of the amount of bid.
Said
check, to be drawn upon some solvent
bank doing business in Santa Fe
county, New Mexico.
Parties desiring so to do may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners reserve the right to reject any and all
bids or to accept any bid made that
in their judgment is for the best interest of Santa Fe County, New Mexdebt," and 2,381, or 5.1 per cent,
either of them intend ico.
that
saying
no
The Census Bureau has
gaged.
to do anything about it? Some peo
I. SPARKS, .
information concerning the mortgage ple seem
to be very much afraid that
Chairman of the Board.
indebtedness on the farms operated
by some accident we ' may
slip GEORGE W. ARMIJO, .
by tenants and managers.
Clerk of the Board.
through the door. Raton Range.
Distribution According to Acreage
:'.
Groups.
If. Notice for Himilcatlot .
The statement relative to farms disIf the e
resolution offered
joint
tributed according to certain acreage
by Delegate Andrews had taken the Department of the Interior,
groups showed those of 19 acres and
e
joint resolution
place of the
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.,
under numbered 42,004 in 1910 and offered
by. those who would seek to
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
20
a
in
1899,
84,247
gain of 7,757; of
a purely political game of foot
April 27, 1911.
to 49 acres, 8,872 in 1910 and 2,929 in play
ball with a half million of people, New
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran1899, an Increase of 5,943; of 50 to
a state. It's mighty cisco R. Montoya, of
and 994 in Mexico might be
99 acres, 3,728 In 1910
Glorieta, N. M,.,
hard for the people when the game of who, on April 18, 1906,
of
of
made homeThose
2,743.
an
increase
1899,
business.
of
takes the place
stead entry, No.
for SE
100 to 174 acres and of 175 to 499 politics
Section 32, township
16 N.,
acres were reported as 1,726 and 1,502 Deming Graphic.
Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
respectively in 1910; those of 500 to
All
Democrats.
Like
filed notics of intention to make Fi999 acres were reported as 332, and
Judge McGIll is opposed to the lan nal five-yeof 1,000 acres and over as '207; while
proof, to establish claim
Mexico's
guage restrictions in New
in 1899 these four classes combined constitution. But that should be ex to the land above described, before
or Receiver of the 'u. S.
pected of the judge. He is opposed to Register
Land Office, at .Santa Fe, N. M., on
everything, on general principles. the 23rd
day ot June, 1911. v;. ;
Fort Sumner has several local politi
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
cians who possess the same proclivities. They have a kick or a knock on Gonzales y Roybal, Tiburclo Monevery question that arises. Fort Sum- toya, Eequibel Ortii, all of Glorieta,
N M., and Jose Martinez, ot Santa Fe,
ner Republican.
On
N. M.
v .
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A Misunderstanding,
,
'.
According to the Fort Sumner Rerv'O.'V::; register.
publican, Frank Mansanares and S. J
Slane had a "slight" misunderstandThere is one medicine that every
in place of coffee
ing, which necessitated a physician family should be provided with, and
bat proven to thousands that
sewing and plastering Frank' face especially during the summer months
caffeine, the drug in coffee,
and Slade giving bond to appear be- vir. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
nerves.
hurti bead, heart and
fore the grand jury.
Diarrhoea Remedy.
It is almost certain to he needed,:
costs but
.
I? you want anything on
quarter. Can you afford to be without
a New Mexican .Watt AM.
it? For sale by all dealers. ;

rv

J

27,-61- 7

-

.

259-lin-

9234-0739-

Ten Days

1

POSTUM

-

"There's a Reason"

v

,;
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QTJARTERLY STATEMENT-

NEW RAILROAD. CANNOT
HANDLE ALL THE TRAFFIC.
Uvalde, Texas, June 5. J. E. Franklin of St. Louis, president of the Crystal City and Uvalde Railroad company, announced that the line will ultimately be extended eastward through
McMullen Live Oak, and Sau Patricio
counties to the gulf. The road already
is in operation eastward to Garden-dale- ,
on the I. & M., and work will
extension
begin at once on a
Into McMullen county.
McMullen is
one of the counties in southwest Texas having no railroad, and land owners are anxious for the extension now

1L.
-

Of the Territorial Treasurer of New Mexico, Second Quarter of the 62nd Fiscal Year, Commencing
and tiiding Mav Slat 1911.

Title

Interest Fund
Interest on deposits

Transfers

I!alanc
Receipts
jFeb. 28, 1911 dur. quarter

of fund or account.

$
.

University of New Mexico
University of New Mexico Income Fund...
University of New Mexico Saline Fund
Agricultural College
Agricultural College Income Fund
Agricultural College l'ermanent Fund....
Reform School
Reform School Income Fund
Reform School Permanent Fund
Hllnd Asylum
Blind Asylum Income Fund
School of Mines
School of Mines Income Fund
Deaf and Dumb Asylum
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Income Fund
Miners Hospital .
Miners Hospital Income Fund
New Mexico Insane Asylum
,,. .
Insane Asvlum Income fund
Penitentiary Income Fund
Current Expense Fund
Penitentiary
I'enlt-utiarMaintenance Fund
Penitentiary Convicts Earnings Fund
Penitentiary Permanent Fund
Penitentiary Board Fund
Transportation of Discharged Convicts
Penitentiary Cell House rund
New Mexico Military Institute
Military Institute Income Fund
Water Reservoir Permanent Fund
Compilation Fund
Normal School, N. M. (Silver City)
Normal School, N. M. S. C, Income Fund
Normal School N. M. S. C, 1'eVn anent Fund
Normal School N. M. S. C. Heating Plant....
Normal School, N. M. Las Vegas
Normal School, N. M. Las Vegas, Income Fd
Normal School, L. V., l'ermanent Fund. ..
Normal School, N. M. L. V. SummerSchool. .
Common School IncoiueFund
Proceeds 5 per cent U.S. land sales permanent
Charitable Institutions
Sheep Sanitary Fund
Cattle Indemnity Fund
Compensation of Assessors
Salary Fund
Supreme Court Fund
Miscellaneous Fund
Militia Fund
Capitol Contingent Expense Fund
Provisional Indebtedness Bond Sinking Fund
Palace Income tuna
So Western and International Express Co...
Territorial Purposes, 59th Fiscal Year
Territorial Purposes ooth Fiscal Year
Territorial Purposes 61st Fiscal Year
Territorial Purposes 62od B'lscal Year
Territorial Institutions, 5ilth Fiscal Year
Territorial Institutions, (50th Fiscal Year...
Territorial Institutions 61st Fiscal Year
Territorial Institutions 62nd Fiscal Year
Improvement Rio Grande Income
loiDrovemcnt Rio Grande, Permanent
Water Reservoir Inc. for Irrigation Purposes
Public Buildings at Capitol Income
Current Expense Bonds Sinking Fund
Insurance Fund
Territorial Institutions Bonds, Sinking Fund
Military Institute Bonds, Sinking Fund
Insane Asylum Bonds, Sinking Fund
Camlno Real ITund
U.S. Land Fees Fund
Mounted Police Fund
Elephant Butte Water Users Ass'n. of N. M..
Territorial Library Fund
Capitol Insurance Fund
Hydrographlc Survey Fund
Re Imburse Territorial Institutions
Territorial Students Fund
Pullman Car tax
Bank Examination Fees,
Maintenance Public Lauds
Road Fund
Game Protection Fund
Deficiency Certificates of 1900
University Deficit Certificates of 1909
Capitol Rebuilding Bonds, Sink. Fund 2d series
Insurancb of Armories
Eradication Indemnity Fund
Stream Guaging Fund
Priii. and Int. Fund, bonds of 1901, Agri Col
Frin. and Int. bonds of 1901. Military Inst
Prin. and Int. bonds of 190i. Insane Asylum
Umraon ochcol Permanent Fund.
Armory Certificates and Interest
Deficiency Certificates and Interest
Orphan School at Santa Fe
Span. Amer. Normal School at El Rito...
Children Home Society at Albuquerque....
Museum of New Mexico at Santa Fe
La Vegas Grant (Trustees)
Escheat Fund
Taxes of 1907
Taxes of 1908
Taxes of 1909
Taxes of 1910
Wells Fargo Co Express Tax
Adams Express Co. Tax
Globe Express Co. Tax
."

S

15.899
15,73?
7,082
1,531
697
3.563
3,107

Total.

Payments

from funds Jdnr. quarter
:4o oo ?

3,003 78
2,453 74

erj

108 12
85 4oi

1,271 38

3.901 19

42

9S
861

333 85

25

l.o.-.-

224 96

323

.

l

54

2.4B0

140 65

4,271
49

76 89

1,483

5.131 30

01

126

11

8D

2,253 36

801

27!

93 16i

.1.

2.S!4

4,700 46
66 32

47
129

11 24
3 601

12,789
2,343
4,055
20
1

1.393 08
2,058 06

5,084 84
1,477 90
8,577 86;

.

.

6,229 97

372

936

32 3
90 9 it
97 92
1,583 07

2 70

801

10,048
53 91
53 42
17 00

89

2,020
4 S3

462 601
329 5o!
187 5fl!

9.008

11

1,418 22

4,025 80
29 89

84 36;

21.34
449
6,040
653

50 37
1.573 91

6,040 88
653 79!

84 35
21 34

388

13 74

20,534
95,369
18,013
4,455

7,104

11

24,755
1,721 20

929 63
788 61

31

2,747
K'2,235
1.022
27,510
8,894
10.546
1,786

5,590 40

4,735 98
17 88

"970

2,024

5o!

891 60
1.041 78
533 46

2 00

001

7,941

21

25,039
38
8,417
2,600
5,262
2.000

81
6(1

46
00
85

00

6
63

10,519
7,793
52,280
8,693

465
1,842
4,790
9.961

63

37

92
38
488 91
1,934 49
5,39 79
13,215 63

001

233 80
20 35

38
49
79
65

Apply in
H. Dorman,

140 75
89
85
33

9.099
2,923
2,307
20
942
700

00

17
87
771 63

2.562 97

the
Don

FOR SALE Seven room house,
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
LOST A silver open face watch
with leather fob and brass deer head.
Finder will return to this office and
receive reward.

FOR SALE Perfectly gentle
778 40
20 80 with colt, good under saddle,
3,054 63 single or double. Good family
93 16 Address Box 173, or see O. E.
7.584 92
at the New Mexican.
113 68

mare
drive
horse.
Scho-fiel-

TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Ail repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExCleaned,

Phone 231.

2.074 84 change.
500 50
1,418 22

PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
pass title to government land without
"ttlcmcnt, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner.
By
use of scrip costly, tedious and
contests may be averted. Write
95,369 7! today for full particulars. Fen S.
210 Fleming
Bldg.. Phoenix,
11,793 37
5,385 02 Arizona.
84 36
21 34
499 93
1,573 91
84 35
21 34
402 08
3.84 04

820
8,747
87,523
1.011
21,127
7,185
6,327
320

dan-gero-

10

20
24
32
52

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land.)

of the
U. S. Land Office

Department

92
05
06

interior,
at Santa Fe, N.

M.

May 4, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry
for SW
NE
NW
40 00 No.
N.
3E
SW
section 5,
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above de10.519 97 scribed, before register or receiver, U.
7.793 57 S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
49.991 38 the 6th day of July 1911.

394 55
235 54

16
15
175
92

57
64
71
12!

75
45
76!

05

69 85

69

97
00
79
40
50

3,065 00
350 00
3,050 92
30,069 31
3,018 6u

3,293 44

8 80!

413 57
160 07

341
54

99 20
469 35
1,459 00

580

54
42
28
74
73
35
58

2.500 00

979 16

1,731 77
1,397 56
736 49

.16,280 00
8,030 00
3,049 23

331 44
368 23
368 23

1,382 24
000 00
523 50'

529 24
586 18
1,303
3,579
11,538
26,431
784

Notice for Publication.
of

Department

78

1,303
3,579
11,538
26,431

54!
17

28

3.600
242
523
3,560

14
37
37
23

1,700 54
1.238 19
994 84
3,348 17
142 34
375 81
5 74
586 18

87,316 93 $ 209,884 56

First National Baak
First National Bank

of NaraVisa
of Santa Fe

'

Total.

Funds not available
Outstanding Bonded Indebtedness

Agri-pin- a

Santa

Meridian, bag filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the Cth day of July, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
t
all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS

54
17
28
2 15
38 37

87,316 93' $

that

1906,
made homestead entry. No. 9210-073811,286 13
for Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
9,998 04
4
Sec. 4, SE. 1- -4 NE.
Sec. 6,
7,794 83
1 42
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.

784 55

97,075 35' S

May 4, 1911,

Notice is hereby given

5,317 68
Delgado de Gonzales, of
2,383 94 Fe, N. M.,
who, on April 13,

78

55
2 15
38 37

the Interior,

Coal Land.

81

1,447 99

12,385
24,420
10,241
10
412
3,440

908 68
2,684 71
474 17
5,733 53
175 04
2,667 86

388 65i

1,191
350
1.951
12,353
571

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
530
2,792
1,393
327

175

0,934
1,191

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustin Montoya, and Joae Ortiz y
Pino, all ot Galisteo. N. M.

7,887 08

28 72
53 80

2,279

1--

4

2

92 13

1,116 40

4,360
1.838
5,907

38 345 64

16 57
15 64

Bank of Commerce, Albuquerque
First National Bank of Las Vegas
S 735,159 68
First National Bank of Albuquerque
Total to be accounted for.
209 884 56 San Miguel National Bank, Las Vegas
Payments during quarter.
First National Bank of Raton
Balance May 31, 1911
$ 525,275 13 First National Bank of Roswcll
National Bank of Coinmerc" of New York
Citizens National Bank of Roswell
First National Bank of Clayton
First National Bank of Carlsbad
Silver City National Bank of Silver City
Taos County Bank of Taos, N. M
New Mexico Savings Bank & Trust Co. of Alb . .
I certify the foregoing statement to be true and correct.
State National Bank of Albuquerque
First National Bank of Tucumcaii
M. A. Otero,
National Bank of N. M. of Raton
American National Bank of Silver City
Territorial Treasurer.
First National Bank of Portales
Raton National Bank of Raton
Santa Fe, N. M., June 1st, 1911.
Union County Trust and Savings Ass'n Clayton
First National Bank of Santa Uosa
First National Bank of Las Cruces
National Bank of Carlsbad
Bank of Springer of Springer
Deming National Bank of Deming
Torrance County Loan
International Bank of Commerce of Tucumcari. .
Montezuma Trust Co. of Albuquerque
First National Bank of Lordsburg
First National Bank of Alamogordo
Lakewood National Bank of Lakewood
First National Bank of Melrose
:
Clovis National Bank of Clovis
Texico National Bank of Texico
Bank of Deming of Deming
.'.
First National Bank of Lake Arthur. . ... .
First National Bank of Ellda
The Exchange Bank of Carrizozo
United States Bank and Trust Co. of Santa Fe . .
The Bank of Maydalei.a of Magdalena
First Nat Bk. of Las V., U.S. land sales 5 p.c. Pro.
First Nat. Bk. of Tucum. U. S. L. sales 5p. c.Pro.
Sierra County Bank of Hillsboro
American National Bank of Roswell
Union Trust Company of Roswell
The Capital City Bank of Santa Fe
Citizens National Bank of Alamogordo
Certificates of Indebtedness redeemed
Provisional Indebtedness Bonds redeemed
Harris Forbes and Co. of New York City
McKlnley County Bank, Gallup

Cart-wright- ,"

cook

A

4

91

1,420 00

8 638,084 03
97,075 65

Cart-wrigh-

WANTED

mornings at Mrs. H.
Caspar avenue.

9211-0738-

37
92

5,189 37

Recapitulation.

t,
in the Pecos H. B.
and
Edward
George
Manuel Delgado and Douglas
Walker, who drove the car, made a

16

8,714 09

7,711 37
19

63

2,523 38
394 55

33,391 81

465
1,802
4,790
11,756
488
1,934
5.389
13,215

Disposition of Funds.

Fished

623

Six roomed house, furD. S. Lowitzki.

6 21

$ 638,084 03 S

Balance February 28, 1911.
Receipts during quarter.. . . .

64
741 63
143 75

FOR RENT

nished or unfurnished.

63 29

1,795

1,700
15,786
7,627
2,312
3,016
1,156
607

m

143 63
5 34

4.025
29

18
93
88
71

9,068 05
2,607 13

78 40

20

00

7,498
18,108
9.537
1,699
782
933
3,107

250 i:
323 55

824 13

8,243

Balances
.May 31, 1911

lii.r.or, on 8

l.in

3.54S 75

.

.

Tranf-r-

to funds

WANTS

March 1st.

525,275 12

P. m.
4 p.

Amount.
6.200
3,255
19,117
27,500
17,500

00
08
56
00
00
J 7. 500 00
17,500 00

12,000
1.940
12.000
12,000
12,000
12,000

The following are the time table
of the local railroads:
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 weak
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10

0U

bound.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 8: SO

9

7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 ana
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound,
Returning arr'v at San Fe

a

P. m.

Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.

00

New Mexico Central Ry. .
5:45 p. m., coniects with No.

Ieave

00 2
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00

il:i

O. & R. G. Ry.

05
00

52
00

No. 1, west-

P. m.

00
00
3,31 54
540 52
13,500 00

12.000
2,6S5
12,000
9,200
12,000
8,200
12,000
6,200
7,100
6.200
6,200
3,200
10,000
10,000
6,260
5,400

"

mp connect with

east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections

from No.

3

east.

Herewith are some bargains offered
the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1 ; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
b

Code
forms, $5; Missouri
the two for $10.
$6;
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
6.200 00 Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.26;
3.010 95 two or more books, $1 each.
New
6.200 00
Supreme Court Reports, Noa
00
6,200
3 and 10 inclusive, 83.30 each.
Com
4.5(10 00
pilation Corporation Lavs, 75 c. Corn,
00
6,200
13,173 75 pilation Mining Laws, "0 c
Money's
6,200 00 Digest ot New Msxico Reports,
full
72.076 23
sheep, $6.50: full list school blanks.
00 Pleading

00
00
00
00
6, COO 00
3.009 00

o

23.293
4.500
6,200
14,000
4.593
10.037
5,000
3,000
200
7,000

4S

00
CO

Your Neighbor's

Exeprfence
it Take Folry
Mrs. E. G. Whiting,
Kidney Pills.
SCO Willow
street, Ackron, O., says:
"For some time I had a very serious
case of kidney trouble and I suffered
with backaches and dizzy headaches.
I had specks floating before my eyes
and I felt all tired out and miserable.
I saw Foley Kidney Pills advertised
end got a bottle and took them ac
cording to directions and results
showed almost at once. The pain and
dizzy headaches left me, my eyesight
became clear and today I can say I
am a well woman, thanks to Foley
Kidney Pills. For sale by an

00 How you may profit by
64

80
00
00
00
00

8 525,375 13
:8 975,000 00

trip to the Pecos river yesterday in the way. They brought home a nice
quest of the llnney tribe. They went .mess of trout
in Mr. Cartwrlght's new E. M.
au-- j
f n you want
anything on earth Try
tomobile which mad a good trip all 'a New Mexican want ad.
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man's Hall for the benefit of the rec- affairs of the estate and made many parts of the clothine
strengthened the peka, Kansas 91. Unless there Is rain
friends in this city during his stay.
tory, which is soon to be built.
identification.
within the'next few days much damPoor Fishing Many people went in
Death of Infant The infant daugh
Other Clues.
age to crops will result
ter of Rev. and Mrs. L B. Bloom'died autos and horseback to the Pecos yes
In searching the house a skirt,
Chicago had the hottest June day
last night. The parents of the little terday but .reported that the fishing which was identified as
been on record, the weather bureau therhaving
was poor on account of the heavy rain worn by the wife of
the missing man. mometer indicating 96 degrees in the
St one have been here from Jemez for!
Santa Fe, X. M., June 5.
ten days so that the little one Saturday night Dr. J. M. Diaz, pres- - was found hastily hid wiv Th frnnt shade but it was far above 100 on the
the
past
Mexico
Fair tonight..
For New
oi
went
tne
faanta
AutoraoDlie
of the skirt was blood stained, as if a pavements.
might have the best of medical care,
Cincinnati reported 95,
Tuesday generally fair with not
tlte pool of blood had been
but every effort to save her life was: c,ub went with a Party and
to Indianapolis
94 ' at
allowed
the weather
much change in temperature.
mishap td puncture three tires. Many soak into It ' Near the house were bureau and 104 in the kiosk of
futile. The funeral will he private.
the fedautoists
a
other
had
similar
mishap,
also
found
a
'
pair of shoes which H is eral building.
Mr. Carrither On the Job
Jimmy " ;
to
road.
on
the
the
rocks
sharp
owing
claimed were the property of one of
,
A
Paint for Carnthers, who is well known here, Stewart Van Vliet
f
Try Sherwin-Williamthe men under arrest, Miguel TrnjHle. BAD WEATHER POSTPONES
and who recently became a benedict, went to the Pecos
your spring painting at Goebels.
back
but brought
Peralta's hat was found also in the
Cali the Capital City Dairy, phone is again day clerk at the Palace hotel, l no fish.
THE POLO GAMES.
house.
Pttv.
nnrm lnal1
Black 188, when in need of milk and whifh itnaitinn
Fe
of
CanonSanta
the
Delights
rithora will h
They Are Mute.
i,.mc,i w ti,D'trav.
cream. Surplus always on hand.
Splendid Playing of British Visitors
Some 35 carriages and quite a number
Sheriff Julius Meyer had a converSilk Auto Bonnets, get one, $1.50 eling public, for he is an experienced
Has Raised the Betting Odds
cool breezes
the
of
sought
pedestrians
up at (ioebels. Catron Block Room 14. hotel man, having served in the East- and shade of Santa Fe canon yester- sation with the women prisoners, tellin New York.
them of the discovery of the ash
School Board The school hoard will man Hotel in' Hot Springs and in some
no phenomenal ing
There were
day.
neither
the
but
wife
of
and
bones,
the
before
at.
o'clock
Louis
in
St.
heap
meet
7:;!0
large hotels
tonight at the
catches of trout, but the canon is so nor her
winked an eye, nor (By Special teased Wire to New Mexican)
coming here.
high school building.
New York, June 5. So fa
bad
an ideal picnic flinched daughter
forms
attractive
that
it
perceivably when the grueMeets Tonight Montezuma Lodge,
The Temperature The highest tem-- f
Tne Scenic Highway is in some find was detailed to them.
weatner has caused two postponeground
Xo. 1, A. F. & A. M. will meet at Ma- perature yesterday was 78 degrees and
splendid condition except at a lew
ments, and as the Englishmen wish
the lowest was 49 degrees with an
sonic Hall at 8 o'clock tonight.
which caij be repaired by a LUMBER TRUST WILL
to leave for home next Saturday the
The county average relative humidity of 22 per points of convicts
County Commissioners
in two or three days.
squad
DO SOME SWEATING.
commissioners will meet at the court cent" The temperature at 6 a. m. tocontinued bad weather is causing
some of the wooden bridges
However,
house tomorrow.
day was 59 degrees. Yesterday was should be
replaced with iron cul- Judge Landis Empanels Grand Jury some apprehension.
Expensive Drunks Justice of the a warm and pleasant day and while it verts.
The brilliant work of the EnglishThat Will Investigate Into
Peace Jose Maria Garcia today sen- was very hot in the sun the shade afmen in last Thursday's game, the only
Highland Methods.
tenced asilla Gar- ia and Mateo Ala-ri- d forded ideal weather conditions, espe- FOUR SUSPECTS WILL ..
one so far played.-whi- ch
was won by
to $5 and costs or ten days labor cially while the June breezes blew.
BE GIVEN HEARING. (By Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican) the Americans 41-- 2 to 3 goals, but
strolled
the
from;'
mercury
Saturday
on the streets, for being drunk.
which for a time the English cavalry
48 to 75 degrees.
Chicago, 111., June 5. Investigation
Ground Brake-maBrakeman Broke
"lumber trust" with officers bid fair to win, has greatly
Hel in Jail
With
of the
Ettanel.
Charged
EverH.
has
Ortiz
broken
Death
of
ground
Eugene
Captain Henry
a view to criminal prosecution was be- increased the interest In the match.
Knowing Something of Murder
on Manhattan avenue for a neat cot- hard-- The
Evening Independent of!
district Betting ktill favors the Americans,
Man.
of
gun in trie United States
Tajique
tage. Many other buildings are going Massilon, Ohio, brings the news of
at greatly reduced odds, three to
'
'
court
the
here
empanelling but
today by
up and it is evident that a building the sudden death of Captain Henry
now being offered, whereas be
two
to
New
Tll!
M.
K.
of a special grand Jury by Judge
boom has struck Santa Fe.
Everhard, aged 7 years, brother-in- fore Thursday's game four and five to
N. M., June 5. The pre- - Landis.
Estancia,
LaGenrs-widow
Mrs.
H.
The
of
law
Wallace,
Entertainment Saturday
one were the prevailing figures.
nury Hearing oi airs, juau reran.,
In the evidence to be presented to
dies Aid Society of the Church of of a former secretary of the territory.;
ner
and
and
stepdaughter,
Miguel
the grand jury, especial attention will JOHN DILLON FATALLY
Our Lady Guadalupe is making ar- At the iime of Mr. Wallace's death,
Everhard came to Santa Fe to; uard Trujillo, charged with the
be paid to methods said to have been
HURT IN AUTO SMACH.
rangements to give a very attractive
14
of
Juan Peralta at Tajique,
Mrs. Wallace in settling up the!'1"
entertainment Saturday night at Fire
by the alleged combination
be held adopted
j miles west of here, will likely
to keep Chicago mail order houses Priest Administer: Last Rites to Faj tomorrow
before Justice Howell.
from purchasing lumber directly from
mous Nationalist Member
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
of Parliament.
Mexico Mounted Police has arrived manufacturers.
j here to assist in the investigation
and
MISSdURI AND
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
District Attorney E. C. Abbott is ex-- j KANSAS,
NEBRASKA SUFFER FROM HEAT.
Dublin, June 5. John Dillon, nation-is- l
pected to represent the territory.
member of parliament for East
A bloody axe, a shirt or portion of
a shirt found on the dead body, and Temperatures Range-i- in- Nineties and Mayo, was dangerously .injured about
Soon Crops
Unless Rain Sets
a woman's skirt stained with blood
the head and back in an automobile
Will Be Damaged.
found in the house of Peralta, are
accident last night at Dundalk. . It
which
in
of
chain
evidence
the
links
was at first thought Mr. Dillon was
loriroei
ha
onH
eh'mmnni
tit
iarblo
t
whirh tc mi.
fichinir
nrVi....
:...t....:.nJ a iaigt amyuiv-ii uaniug
auu .jj be Dregented tomorrow.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
wc uare juM,icicitcu
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MEN'S BLUE SERGE SUITS
The trunk of tne dead man's body
was found Saturday in a crevice of
SPECIAL AT $12.50
REGULAR PRICE $18.00
the rocks not far from where the fire
had consumed
portion of it. A trail
indicating that something had been
dragged over it was found by a boy
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and when followed led to the grue
Come in and and let the man who knows
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some discovery of the body under
neath some stones which had "been
help you pick out your tackle for the big "FISHING TRIP."
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tempt to hide the terrible deed. The
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clothing was still on the body and
a portion of the shirt was identified
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Waltham Watch
Before you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
will get more for your money in a
Waltham. A full assortment of all
grades.
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Awning
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SNELL HOOKS
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Men's Elfin Shirt Sale
For One Week Only Commencing Tuesday, May 30
Shirts By Makers That Best Know How
summer shirt display is
the finest 3hirt spread we have
ever had the pleasure of offering
our trade. You'll never wear
better shirts than we are now
showing and at a low price.
The shirtings are very hand-- "

Our
J

some, while the fit, making and

quality of material form a
bination of shirt perfection.

com- ...

v

Pleated or Plaim Bossoms
,. ...

cuffs attached or
separated. Every; size and sleeve
length that's made. Every shirt
an example of splendid shirt
making. Moderate priced shirts
or shirt luxury, as you prefer.
Coat style

,

$1.25 and $1.50
Cannot be obtained elsewhere for
less than $1.75 & $2.00 arid our

guarantee goes with every shirt
sold. There will be no better
time than right now to select
your sum iner shirt.

